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Recognize the

TUESDAY

THE BLACK CAT

WILL MOVE TO ROCKLAND

By The Roving Reporter

As Well As the
But the Shelling Of Peiping Leads To Sad Re Out In Indiana Private Leo Connellan Found V. F. W. Legion
Coast Guard Boat and Engine Repair Shop Will
! Governor-elect Payne will give
flections On the Part Of the Writer
Rackliff & Witham Products
Be Located At Local Base
! reccgnitlon to tlie Maine Depart
'Bv George H. Reed)
Editor of Tire Courier-Gazette:—
fighting when It rained.
Radio news of the shelling, by
Alter a show of resistance—in
Chinese communists, of the ancient which it was inevitable that some
Chinese capital, Peiping, will bring casualties should be suffered the
a
„ ___ ,
.
warring War Lords would get toa. sen?*e of perscna* pain 10 anyone gether around their tea cups, and
who has ever lived there, or even settle the matter by an exchange of
seen the place, for it threatens tlie cash aUcj tax privileges,
destruction of something that is, __ ,
,
irreplacable and could only result1, Jhl" J
satlsJa^ory to
in a greater loss to the world and ‘hck «ghters: fand eveniwdy went
the Chinese people than any tern- back to work for awhile,
porary gain to either the conquered ' 1 lved ln chlna long enough to
be convinced that this is thc best
or the conquerors.
Peiping Is only a name to most way to fight a battle. Eventually
people
US,A. A pin point
™,ns amok and kilLs tde
eople in the U.S.A
on the map of North China of no
J
tcv"
wii
. y^
,, y pays h(te
bills
and
they
start all
over
particular significance to them and ,b±
V/A
a‘L?y
er. again
a_g±
from
scratch.
Maybe
that is what
of little interest.
will
happen
this
time
and
China
To the average man in tlie street
ln any New England town, thc dc. wU1 go °n “ ,always’ Inscrutable,
Rr.m.etUn of
„r thus
ihk curious
c.Hn.,, old
/ih Mon incomprehensible and wise.
struction
—whale the battle gee;
golian city would be of small Im onMeantime
outside thc gates—the rug
portance. It would not Interfere weavers
will lay aside their wooden
with their Christmas dinners nor combs and
hammers, thc ivory
their New Year’s resolutions.
will stow away their chisels,
News of its despoliation would be carvers
Jade and lower streets will be dcshamtfn?1 nXns^hm °f
5erled’
WOm"' »«• sla>' closely
niu
In iriorJ? i ? ii
i ““r within their mud-walled home comoniy an incident in the rash of
d and t,
events ln a modern world. The old {,rlef vacation.
monuments ofi thc past
have, in- Many of them will doubtless go
„.i,.
■ .
!nd
CJ,ay tOnneW °n“’ d°™ to the beheading field, where
and the world whirls on.
! 0I1cc the Emperor’s executioners
To Chen and Wu. two richsha plied their trade, and their they
boys
living in Peiping and celc- will bind little rods of glass, tiny
. . now...
brattng their own Chriatmas seaand
,,,
t,
son. it won t mean much, either. tbe backs a*d legs4of blrds Thfn
A little less rice perhaps; a little they will let them loose on long
more trouble and misfortune, and sjjken strings to fly overhead and
a new master to curse them when makc muslc
lhe sklr , while thf
they stumble and collide with iheir
s war outsld lh(, wallf
fellows in the crowded streets.
peace-loving simple peoMaybe it will give them an op- p]e wbo ijndfolded tlie huge bronze
portunlty to steal a warmer coat, |jons before they would consent tc
from some wrecked store in the movp them to mak" way for the
Tarter city and this would be a piping-Tientsin railroad, so that
blessing for it is cold in Petping in these lions would not know they
December, and the snow which wcre being disturbed; who build
blows through the cracks of the |10ok.s on each end of the ridgef
8o-down where they sleep, pOirs of their houses so that passwill be Just a.s cold as ever, nu , ing cjoucis may hook on and rest foi
matter whether Communists or awhile, have too much imagination
Nationalists are the masters °* i and sentiment to wantonly wreck
their fate.
the temples of their revered ances1 am sure’ wi"
: tors and it is possible that such
much difference to the hordes of 1 age-old and superstitious beliefs wil.
conscripts and dim-witted farmers’ j gave them as it has saved them bemasquerading as an army now be- forc
sieging the city. For the most part j A dot on the map to seme people
these communists are helpless can- piping is a treasured memory tz
non fodder driven by ruthless lead- me j know my way through th
ers who give their followers no streets of the Forbidden City an'
choice in the matter cf iv.hat the' :around the spirit screens whirl
shall do, but merely give them guns • gUa)-d (he entrances to the ccmand feed them and, once in a while, , pounds outside its walls. The Ternpay them in valueless money.
'pip 0( Heaven is familiar ground
It is the city itself which will be t0 me. and I remember, too, thi
the greatest sufferer. The men who< sbeii holes in tlie waits of tlw
wil! die in the struggle for the pos- p>ritish Legation just off Hataman
session of Peiping will not be ,treet. These shell holes were left
missed ln a decade or so. but the unrepaired as a visible warning to
ancient temples, thc white marble tbe fanatical Boxers of what might
bridges, the pagodas, the porcelain- bapjK11 to the city In case the night
tiled and rose-colored walls with . of [be western world was again ig
their many storied gates, which nored.
made the pattern of an ancient j bOpe the fifth columnists of the
civilization and which have existed communists within the city read
intact for six centuries, if destroyed, jbj5 portent and apply it to them
will be missed very greatly indeed s lves whUe et there u tlmc
It is possible and even probable,_________
these monuments will be spared in MX. Horeb Encampment of Union
the shelling, for China is a curious entertains Rockland Encampment
country. Until recently Chinese tomorrow night.. Supper at 6 30 Tlie
battles have been comic opera af- Royal purple degree will be confairs ln which fireworks, firecrack. ferred on a class of candidates
ers and noise figured largely Both Members will leave the hall at f
sides carried umbrellas and slopped o’clock

LELAND S. MCELWEE

ment, Veterans of Foreign Wars, Ijn
Leave ft to a man from Rcckland butter, Maine fashion. Needless to tlie selection of his military staff,
find ’goed lobsters, where, er lie Iw. he lias been tack time and Word is spread tiiat Jchn P Wsdmay te, in Maine cr the Middle attain tc get a taste cf the Maine ler of Waterville, ViFW State comtlantie
Privatn rn delicacy.
mander. will be one of five persons,
tlant-i -tate^ Private Leo R
Leo had pictures of the restau- to serve with the new Governor
Conneilan of Rcckland, presenLy ■ rant and the big slgfi boosting
Ever since the termination o.
-.ervin witli tlie Puolic in.crma- Ma’ne lotsters to prove his story. World War I Marne gevernrs
ion Office at Camp Breckenbridgc. Jim Pease down at Rackliff & have created a ’place on their mill.vqntucky dug good Maine lobsters Witham agrees with Smitty tiiat tary staff for the commander of the
jut. up in Evansville, Indiana, a he serves Maine lobster right flam state department American Le.
tew weeks ago.
Tockland and states that a ship- gicn. Now Payne will give recoeLeo relates that lie spotted a n-.ent is made at least once every nition to the VFW alone with th"
huge neon lobster sign ever a res- week.
1
legion
.”l, ,s?ort;?? ,thfL ?.ame of i Seems that SmittY a cook for a \ Lester Blake of’Yarmouth, Legion
Snntty s in the heart bf Evans- good part of his 38 years, traveled commander, will continue with
uie a few weeks ago while cn a tlirough Maine several years ago!Payne. Others on the military side
pass from his duties as an Army and met real Maine lobster first to be named are William B. Wilorrespendent. and he investigated, liand. Never before had he found liamson of Augusta, World War I
Smitty not only advertised lob- food like that and became deter- veteran, and George Economy of
ters but he stressed that they mined to bring the famous dish ijn- Banger vete an cf World War II
ame from Maine. Perhaps, a Ut- to Indiana.
and prominent ln Young Republile bit skeptical, Connellan wanThere were those who said that lean and Junior Chamber of Ccmdered into the establishment and the creatures couldn’t be brought mcrce circles Charles W.Weaver,
wound up in the kitchen Never a that far and then served properly. 1 Jr., of CapeElizabeth will be rebackward lad, lie queried the cock. Getting ln touch with Rackliff & appointed as a navalaide with the
who turned out to be 'Smitty? j witham, he soon learned the ins rank of captain
limself. as to just what part of and outs cf handling lobsters and The staff is completed With the
Ma Vie the lobsters came frem. placed them on his menu as a adjutant general and the assistant
Rackliff Ar Witham at Rockland featured item. They now travel to adjutant general
ame the answei and, sure enough, him by air and arrive in splendid
ags on barreled lobsters in the condition to give the people of
ooler bore out his claim
! Smitty s State a real treat and
Feeling a little more at home, those men at Breckenbridge a litLeo ordered lobster forthwith and : tie bit of home while they are on
, Seen When Republican
got it, boiled just right with drawn duty in the area.

A Live Caucus

Pleased Employes

Address Until Further Notice
P. 0. BOX 687, ROCKLAND, ME.
TELEPHONES 497, ROCKLAND OR 7 12 UNION

.

10:1-4

Keep Board Informed

Goldbergs Handsomely Re Registrants Of Selective Ser
member the Sportswear
vice Should Make Known
Crew
Change Of Address
Mr and Mrs. Dave Goldberg of Selective Service registrants are
he Modern Sportswear Company, required by law to keep their Local
t Rankin block tendered their em- Boards informed whqn they change
,loyes a Chris’mas party Friday their address after they become 26
vfternocn. Employes and guests to years of age, as well as befcre.
General Carter gave the forego
he number of 75 attended the bufreminder in discussing what he
et luncheon and presenting of ing
said was a general misunderstandglfts, which has become the custom jng as to responsibility of regin the plant for several years.
strants who are beyond thc age of
Music for the singing of Christ- inability for service.
<
.... _
.|
Men nnnrrvt
cannot be inducted after
nas carols was provided by Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Monroe and family. they reach 26 ujnder the Selective
Each employe had a gift on the tree Service Act of 1948, ’ General Carin addition to a dressed chicken ^er aaid. but that does not mean
with cranberry sauce and mince they are relieved from obligation to
keep their Local Boards informed
meat as presents.
The luncheon and singing carried
?,beEe Viey
thc party, which started at noon, may
*""" be~ ~reached
~ by mail, in other
Words.
”
veil into the afternoon hours.
General Carter quoted from SecYears without number thc resi- f‘on 15 of the Selective Service Act
Ifjus of Crockett Pcint have laud- °f 1948 as follows:
d the generosity of its well known
"It shall’be the duty of every
erchant. Charles M. Cook, who registrant to keep liis Lccal Board
•es tc it that the children of that informed as to his current address
rea ere never neglected during the and changes in status as required
Christmas seaicn. This year, again, by such rules and regulations as
nd minus Santa Claus whiskers, may be prescribed by the Presile presented each kiddie with dejnt.”
-ames? fruit ajnd candy, distributThe following regulations issued
ng the bulk of it from his store, by the President are applicable,
nd sending packages to those who General Carter said:
-uid not call. No wonder thc "It shall be the duty of each
generations grow up to honor this registrant to keep his l ocal Board
oyal citizen
advised at all times of the address
---------------------- t
where mail will reach him. The
The Ccast Guard cutter Snoho- mailing of any order, notice, or
nish, in Bangor over the week-end blank form by the Local Board to
to break cut for a tanker, returns a registrant at the address last reoday on the same errand. Boats- ported by him to the Local Board
wain Akers, in charge of the ice shall constitute notice to him of
breaker, explains that in the pres- the contents cf the communication,
-nt zero temperatures, the river whether he actually receives lt or
reezes over almost as fast as the not.’’
suiter can clear it and that it will
"The wordijng is clear," General
■over over solidly in a single night. Carter said, and plainly indicates
the intent of Congress—although a
man can’t be drafted after he is 26
his responsibilities under the Act
aren’t over when he does reach that
age.
General Carter added that he
had reminded Maine's local Boards
EVERY TUESOAY NIGHT of
the Act's provisions and of thc
regulations.
Minimum Prize $2.50
Thc weekly Elks' reads: Meeting
will be held tonight 'at 8 o'clock,
SPECIAL GAMES
lobster supper at 6.30. Waterville
rWG CENTS A CARD
Lodge will be guests and will bring
their degree team and put on the
Williams-Brazier Post No. 37
second degree. Arthur G. Henhy of
Thomaston National Rank Bldg. Rumford will make the club
42-T-tf visit. He is president of thc Maine
Elks Association.

A NEW BEANO

ACCOUNTANT

The commander of First Coast
Guard District, which embraces this
area, has received directions from
the Commandant of the Coast
Guard to discontinue boat and enine repair shop at the Southwest
Hsrbor Depot and to establish it
at the Coast Guard Moorings ln
Rockland.
The Coast Guard Moorings, Rock
land is the official term for the
Coast Guard Base at Rockland.
How soon action will be taken on
thc Commandant’s order depends
upon the time required to make

Legislators Meet Next
Tuesday Night

The Republican legislative caucus
which will be held one week from
tonight, will be an interesting ses
sion as there arc four major con
tests.
In the Senate, Burton M. Cross,
Augusta, and George B Barnes, of
Houlton, are contenders for presi
dency.
Three Republicans—Nathaniel M
Haskell, Pcrtland, Williams. Sils'"Aurora and Romie L. Marsans, Jr
Monmouth—are announced candi
dates for speaker of the Hous
Marsan’s campaign has been direct
ed almost entirely to Central Maine
areas.
A three-way fight is on hand for
Republican selection of a House
floor leader. Contenders are S
Waldo Burgess, Limestone, Linwood
E. Palmer, Jr., Nobleboro, and Pau’
L. Woodworth, Fairfield.
Robert N. Haskell, Bangor, i:
without opposition for election a
majority flocr leader in the Senate
Republicans appear certain to re
name Chester T. Winslow, Ray
mond. secretary of the senate, whil
the House plans to go along wi”its veteran secretary, Harvey D
Pease, Wiscasset.
Ralph W Farris. Augusta, th
Attorney General, seeks to succeor’
himself but has opposition for thp
GOP nomination from Alexand
A. LeFleur. Portland, and Johr
G. Marshall. Auburn.
Harold I. Goss, Gardiner, secre
tary of state. Prank S. Carpenter
Augusta, state treasurer, and Fre'’
N Berry. Augusta. State auditor
are without opposition for tlie Re
publican nominations to the post:
each now bolds.
The Republican caucus will be
asked to accept these Executive
councilor nominations:
First District Robert B Dow
Norway; Second District, George
H. Meloon, Portland: Third District
Stanley G. Snow, Auburn: Fourth
District. Leroy F. Hussey. Augusta
Fifth District. Hervey R Emery
Bucksport; Sixth District, Harold
W. Worthen, Bangor: Seventh Dis
trict,, Lee C. Good, Monticello. All
but Meloon and Snow are present
office holders.
Nelson Brothers quintet will mcc
the fast Brooks Garage outfit in
Bath tonight in an attempt to set
tle accounts for thc 58-54 overtime
period whipping they received at
their hands last week in Commun
ity Building. Wednesday night,
they will meet the Belfast Mer
chants at Belfast. Reported to be
fast, smooth-working outfit, the
Belfast team has a win over thc
Camden Legion team.

FOLKS SHOWED KINDLY SPIRIT
And Many Borderline Cases Were Made
Happy At Christmas Time
The people of Rockland, surounding towns and the islands
-cntributed heavily to the welfare
fepartment of the city this Christ
mas. according to Director of Pub
ic Welfare Joshua N. Southard.
Southard and City Matron Helen
orbett were able to care for a
Teat number of borderline cases,
which might otherwise have bceome
city charges;.
Miss Ccrbett distributed more
han 150 pairs of mittens, knitted
ind contributed b.v Rockland wom
en, more than 230 pairs of warm
stockings, shoes, both new and
iscd, Winter footwear, heavy
lothing fcr young and old and
little gifts fcr beys and girls.
Either the items or funds to buy
them were the gfits of the people
of the area not one cent of municipal funds being expanded in caring
for the needy at Christmas, other
han those families actually on the
elief rolls.
Working closely with the city offl•ials were the members of Rockand Lodge of Elks, service club
■fficers and members, the Salvaiton

Army and the Rockland District
Nursing Association. There was no
stigma of pauperism attached to
•he gifts; they came from those who
realized the need; were distributed
by those who knew where the need
as the greatest, and received by
these who could make the best use
of the items distributed.
The Elks and the Salvation Army
provided food for a very large num
ber of families, again distributing
where the need was the greatest.
Some churches distributed baskets
to members of their parish, who were
at the moment in want.
Personalities were left out of the
procedure entirely, no publicity was
given the recipients of the clothing,
gifts and food in any way. The
donors were satisfied that the dis
tribution problem would be cared
I for by the few. who were familiar
with the needy families of the city.
The saving to the city in what it
would have to spend to clothe these
people alone, if it were not for the
kindness of the general public,
could easily touch a figure into the
thousands each year.

Honored By Friends

A Fireworks Bill

Mr. apd Mrs Charles S. Watts
f South Thomaston observed theii
ilden wedding Sunday. Holdinc
pen house, they received many
fts amrng which was a chest of
oney. prerented by friends and
eijhbcrs, and an insignia of the
'asterp Star, made with money,
nd a wedding cake made by a
nephew, Edward Allen.
Mr. Watts is a former legislator,
having served in the State Legisla
ture in 1915 at which time he was
nrtrumenta! in retaining the State
Prison at Thomaston when other
forces desired its removal to Au
gusta.. He served the towp as tax
collector and treasurer for 12 years
and ts master ci Wessaweskeag
Grange
The couple have two children.
Charles S Watts. Jr, and Mrs.
Marion Colby, both of South Thom
aston, and three grandchildren.
.Both Mr. and Mrs. Watts have
been active in music circles all
their lives, both teaching in their
specialties.

NEW YEARS EVE

MID
NIGHT
SHOW
Friday, 11.30 F. M.

vs.

ALUMNI AND ALUMNAE
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

Wednesday, December 29

BOYS ANP GIRLS
Admission: Adults Wlr, Children 40c.
103-104

BALL

(«T
of i
bacholor babr-doetnr
who wnrts
in itay
liagll

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 31

V. F. W.
INDOOR FAIR

DANCE THE OLD YEAR OUT AND

THE NEW YEAR IN
AT

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
Four Big Days—January 12 to 15

COMMUNITY BUILDING
MUSIC BY

WAYNE DRINKWATER'S
14-PIECE DANCE BAND
AUSPICES
WINSLOW-HOLBROOK-MERRITT POST, A. L.
ADMISSION $1.00, TAX INCL.
• DOOR PRIZE
FUN GALORE!
104-105

FEATURING

JIMMIE AND DICK
UOOR PRIZES EVERY NIGHT.
Doors Open 7.00 P. M.

DANCING 9.00 P. M. TO 1.00 A. M.

Admission 25c
104-3

Speaking of good, clean expecto
ration recalls a story which went
the rounds when the Roving Re
porter was in school. Il seems that
two men who had a fondness for
music drifted into a hall where an
orchestra was playing. The piece
seemed familiar but they could not
agree what lt was. One insisted
that it was something from Brahms
while the other was equally certain
that it was something frem Mozart.
They noticed that there was a card
hung near the orchestra and assuming that it probably gave the
title of the piece, cne of them went
down to see if it would confirm
either contention. Crestfallen he
came back and said: ‘We're both
wrong. It is the 'Refrain from
Spitting.”
—o—
My compliments to "Ham" Hall
of the Camden Herald for a Christ
mas gift of a dozen lead pencils.
What intrigued me most was the
fact that they bore a special de
sign: "The Black Cat.’’
A nice personal letter from E. L>.
Cox of Beaverton. Ore., takes the
steamboat editor to task for saying
that the old steamer Belfast sank
off Astoria, Washington.” Ed.
would have him knew that Astoria
is on the Oregon side of the Co
lumbia River. Thanks for the cor
rection and here’s hoping that ’48
will be another happy one for the
former Rockland boy.

1r. and Mrs. Charles S. To Be Introduced By RepWatts Observe Their
resentative Bird, Who
Golden Wedding
Expects “Fireworks”

BASKETBALL
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

the shops at the base ready for use
and the transfer of men and equip
ment now at Southwest Harbor.
No great number of men will be
involved in the move and may num.
ber less than 10 at the start.
A month or two ago, there was a
move to establish the district con
struction party at Rockland, making
the base their headquarters and
turning over to them the extensive
machine, carpenter and blacksmith
shop facilities. No apparent move
has been made in this direction as
' et as the unit still retains its head
quarters at South Portland.

/ Cary Grant ‘y
In DON HARTMAN’S production

t

co$torring

•

*

FRANCHOT TONE DIAHAIYNN

v.,
II.M UOWBMf

end in»roducing

All Sea Scouts are urged to re
port at the High (School gym to
night at 7 for final basketball prac
tice before tomorrow's game with
the SSS Danforth Of Gardiner. To
morrow night's game is scheduled
for 7.30 sharp.
All parents and
friends are urged to attend and
support the local crewmen No admission charge.

The Lewiston Journal of Monday
gravely informed its readers that
there were oniy 363 days until
Christmas. Perhaps that could not
be called crepe hanging.
—O
y.
One year ago: The J. A. Jameson
Company sold its market and gro
cery to the Cummings brothers.—
Almon Young was installed as presi
dent of the Kiwanis Club.—William'
Annis was named as the State’s out.
standing 4-H bey.—Raymond Hoch
of Glen Cove was promoted to chief
chemist of the Lawrence Portland
Cement Company, succeeding James
G. Thompson, who had been appointed research chemist for the
company’s plants here and in Pennsylvania—Deaths: Rockland. Miss
Eleanor Griffith. 78; Rockland, Mrs.
Edwin Coombs of Vinalhaven. TO;
Rockland. Stewart A. Strout. 36;
Rockland, Miss Marcia Farwell, 96;
Rockland, Hiram L. Ingerson, 75.
warren. Mrs. Curtis C. Starrett, 66:
Thomaston, Nathaniel Andrews, 78;
Thomaston, Caroline Thomas, 78.
____________

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
WORDS A.RE THOUGHTS
Words are thoughts.
And speak with many tongues
They visualize the minds
Of these who use them.
Kind words are the manna
S raight from the hands of
To stir the heart
And give it hope.

God.

•

.

But the word that visualizes
A kindly thought
W 11 live—will grow,
And in time,
It will return to the speaker
As a draft of nectar
From the bund of God.
—Bradley L. Skinner.

BATTERY SALE
GENUINE PERRINE BATTERIES

17 Plate, Group 1, reg. price, 18.75, Sale

OYOttK

17 Plate, Group 2L, reg. price, 22.75, Sale

•••••••

17 Plate, Group 2, reg. price, 26.20, Sale

h)ni DiMlrtwWei
rxmf b SlwdwbIhnbn
m mnuu
S
»wn
em

COMEDY—SHORTS
Ail Seats 80c, tax inc.
TICKETS NOW ON SALE
AT BOX OFFICE

gaiiFRE
TELEPHONE 892

17 Plate, Group 2E, reg. price, 25.80, Sale

$11.00
12.25
13.75
13.75

Special Firestone Super Anti-Freeze, 98c a gallon

NELSON’S AUTO SUPPLY
440 MAIN ST.,

FI

Nations may change.
Empires tremble
And come crashing to the earth
In utter ruin.

J

’ Every Girl
•
Should
*. Be Married
.

Representative iFrederick H. Bird
announced yesterday that he would
introduce a State anti-fireworks
bill at the pext session of the
Legislature which convenes Jan. 5.
The bill, prepared by Bird and
Samuel H. Slossberg, director cf
legislative research, prohibits the
sale or use of fireworks for public
display by municipalities, fair as
sociations, amusement parks or
other organizations under an insur
ance commission permit.
Other provisions. Bird said, pro I
vide that any person or his agepts
engaged in the ’business of exhibit
ing firew-orks must carry public lia
bility Insurance and that cap pis
tols with .25 grains or less of ex
plosive, together with any pyro
technical ship or railway signals,
are exempt.
Should the bill be approved, the
penalty for Illegal selling and use of
fireworks would be a $100 fine or
c|ne month imprisonment, or both,
Bird said. Groups which have responded favorably to the bill so
far. Bird added, include a committee of Maine fire chiefs headed by
Chief Oliver T. Sanborn of Portland and the Maine Federation of
Woman's Clubs, headed by Mrs
Gilbert Loebs, of Waterville, first
vice president.
Bird told reporters that agitation
against the sale and use of fireworks by individuals had beejn
growing in the State sdnee the last
Fourth of July. Most of the other
New England States have an antifireworks bill already on their sta
tute books, he 'said.
Bird said he expects a battle in
the Legislature from groups repre
senting the manufacturers of fire
works and from some individuals,
but added the loss of life and dam
age caused by fireworks constituted
the best reasons why the bill should
be approved.

My long-time friend Ralph E.
Doherty writes as follows:
“As I was reading "The Black
Cat.” when someone sent you a
reminder of tlie good old days of
the Park Street Skating Rink; it
was also a reminder to me of those
days. I was an instructor at that
rink and taught a good many to
skate. I also was reminded when
the fire was. I was a motorman on
the Boston Elevated R. R. surface
cars. I was driving a car on Wash
ington street to North Station and
as I war goin" by the Bcsion Globe
office they were posting a notice
about a big Lre in Rockland, the
skating rink w-s burning. Believe
me, when I saw that I stopped to
read it. I get a big kick out of
reading The Black Cat.”

ROCKLAND,

TEL. 80bW

Basketball Battles

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Is Experimenting

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Drivers of motor vehicles in Subscriptions $4.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies five cents.
Maine some day in the not too dis
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
tant future may not have the fen
ders. bumpers and underbodies of
[EDITORIAL]
their cars corroded by the action
of salt, used ir. melting highway ice
CHRISTMAS AFTERMATH
and snow.
The State Highway Department
Another Christmas season has come and gone. Children
currently is experimenting with a
are happy in the possession of new toys and adults are con
preparation designed to reduce cor
tent because they have provided joy for the members of the
rosive effects of highway salt far
coming generation. Merchants are happy because isome of
below its normal level.
them at least) have enjoyed the most prosperous season in
Mixing one percent of the prep
their history. Church folks are happy because of the ample
aration with salt for ice melting
demonstration that religion is still strongly rooted in the
is claimed by the makers to virtu
hearts of the people. And may the coining year continue to
ally eliminate any corrosive attack
provide its manifold blessings, not the least of which is
while the brine is in contact wth
weather of the kind that has made this December outstand
iron or steel.
ing.
It is said to build up a protective
film that forms over both the rust
ed and the freshly exposed metal
JUSTICE MAY RETIRE
surfaces, and continue to give pro
tection during subsequent thaws
The fact that Associate Justice Nathaniel Tompkins of
and rains.
Houlton reach?s the age of voluntary retirement the coming
The manufacturers claim the
year, leads to much speculation as to his successor. This
product to be an odorless, non-toxic
may be a case of hope deferred, however, as Justice Tomp
phosphate product, harmless to the
kins could remain on the bench another two years.
skin, eyes or clothing as well as to
grass, plant or trees.
It will not harm any paint or au.
FEWER ACCIDENTAL DEATHS
tomobile finishes as it was devel
oped primarily for the rustprocfing
The upward trend of accidental deaths which began
of metal bodies before painting.
three years ago may have reached its peak. We have the
authority of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company that
this year's total of 99.000 is 600 fewer than last year. An en
couraging feature of the year's record was a decline in the
number of deaths from occupational accidents, despite a very
Prices Of Heavy Fuel and
high level of employment. Most of 1948's fatal accidents—
34.000 of them—have occurred in homes. The total motor
Diesel Fuel Reduced.
vehicle fatalities—32.700—is about the same as last year, the
Gasoline Increased
report said.
Esso Standard Oil Company an
nounced reductions in prices of
WANT PEACE BUT ENDANGER IT
heavy fuel and Diesel oil, together
with an increase in its wholesale
In his Christmas message Pope Pius XII declares sorrow
price for gasoline. Heavy fuel oil
fully that once again the world ir menaced by war. The
dropped 25 cents per barrel. Diesel
forces of the world, he said, are moving toward two opposed
fuel oils were reduced about 1-5
poles, both desiring peace but “both placing it in danger.”
cents per gallon, and wholesale gas
The Pope did not mention Communism by name, nor allude
oline prices were increased one-half
directly to East-West differences.
cent per gallon.
“Some," he said, “are taking the old saying, not entirely
The new price schedules, accord
false, but which lends itself to misunderstanding and is fre
ing to the company’s announcement
quently abused, that “if you want peace, prepare for war."
are moves, following almost two
Others, he said, believe they will find salvation in the for
years of extremely tight supply, to
mula—peace at any price. Both sides want peace, he added,
ward a more normal price relation,
but both endanger it.
ship between the products affected,
and while the current adjustments
represent some increases and some
OIL IN THE OCEAN
decreases, the overall effect is a sub
stantial reduction in the total in
Man moves to wrest another resource from the sea, and
come of the company and its af
stirs a new and intricate dispute. So long as offshore law in
filiates.
volved few subjects more momentous than oyster beds or rum
The heavy fuel price reduction
runners, there wras little concern over the fine points of who
amounted to 25 cents per barrel at
possessed what rights over and under the salt water. But
all seaboard terminals, with vary
in recent years the marginaj sea has taken on fabulous value,
ing price adjustments being made
for beneath it are billions of barrels of oil. Geologtsts say
in tank wagon prices. The Diesel
that the tidelands, as the coastal ribbon is conveniently des
fuel price reduction was made at
cribed. contain our greatest petroleum reserve. And there
the tank car price level only and
the argument begins. Who owns the submerged wealth of the
results in a differential over Heat
tidelands?
ing Oil of *,4 cents per gallon for
The Federal government, determined on control, has pro
automotive grades of Diesel Fuel
ceeded in the Supreme Court to assert its claim against the
and 4-10 cents per gallon fcr in
States of Texas and Louisiana. Permission is requested to
dustrial grades of Diesel. The gas
file original suits and safeguard Federal rights. State leases
oline price increase was effective at
on offshore oil in the Gulf of Mexico already run into many
all levels of wholesale distribution.
millions, the whole doctrine of states’ rights is passionately
GI’s Train “On the Farm"
sounded, and Texas is already invoking the spirit of San Ja
cinto. But Attorney General Clark, himself a Texan, points
Many veterans are learning im
to the Supreme Court decision in 1947 involving. California
proved farming practices under
tidelands which said that tne Federal government has "para
the G.L bill “on the farm" trainmount rights.” Details of ownership are still hazy under this
, ing program. The farmer-vet it re
decision, but the main issue and implications are plain enough.
quired to put in a minimum of
If the Federal course is upheld and established in practice, the
200 hours a year of class work
submerged oil enters the public domain, completely under na
Four hours a month are taken up
tional control and policy. The states see nothing but further
with trainer’s visit to the farm,
encroachment bv Washington, and fear that one breach leads
where very specific questions are
to another in the march of Federal power.
answered In the field and in the
Oil in the ocean is obviously a subject of national interest,
barn. Among the many phases of
and we are fortunate to have such a treasure. The actual
agriculture that are covered by
ownership is not nearly so important as the far-sighted con
the course are dairy herd manage
servation of this tremendous resource in the best interests of
ment, herd production records,
all our people. The fact that the oil exists, available for un
charted needs, is a source of s’rength, like the family savings
dairy feeding rations, livestock
account. Larger than the battle between Washington and the
judging and selection, farm ma
States is the point that this new and great wealth must be
chinery repair, farm records and
husbanded and clearly regarded as a trust to be managed
accounting, and weed and insect
with imagination as well as efficiency—Herald Tribune.
control.

With Article Which May Pre
vent Car Corrosion By
Action Of Salt

Some Down, Some Up

Sure Relief
roo

..

isctnrr *
6 Bell-an5
Hot water
Sure Relief

Bell-ans
ACID INDIGESTION

AUTOMOTIVE MACHINE WORK
We are now ready to take jobs in our Machine.Shop; we
have two first class Machinists and one Helper; we have all the
latest and modern machinery io do any jobs in the automobile
or marine line. No jobs too small or too large.
FULL LINE OF TOLEDO AND MOOG FRONT END PARTS

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY

Nelson Brothers Outclassed
By the Bangor Aces—
Other Contests
Coming Games
Tonight finds Waterville traveling
up-State to meet the minute-men
of Stearns, and Portland playing
Cony at the capital city. Wednes
day the Waterville Panthers take
on a strong Fort Fairfield quintet,
and Rockland meets a very strong
Alumni team. Saturday the sea
son’s best bean menu to date takes
place as eight Class L schools of
tournament material hit the hard
wood. They are Stearns, at John
Bapst, Ellsworth at Ft. Fairfield,
and a double-header slated at the
Exposition Building, finds Cheverus
defending State champion, meeting
Rockland and Waterville playing
South Portland.
The schedule follows:
Tuesday
Waterville at Stearns Portland
at Cony.

theatre

586 MAIN ST.,

Totals ................. 15
Referees Flanagan
Time. 4-10’s.

Waldoboro Firemen Win

Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00, Sunday at 3.00
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 28-29
Betty Hutton, MacDonald Carey
Patrie Knowles, Virginia Field
Walter Abel in

Totals ...... ..... 23
South Bristol (29)
G
Rice, if ................ 8
:
Gamage, If ........... 1
I
M. Farlin, if ........ 0
(
McFarland, rf ...... 0
(
R. House, rf ........ 1
(
Aliev, c ................ 2
D. Farrin, lg ........ 0
Red House, rg .... 0
(

Totals .............. 12

53

29

!

“NIGHT TIME
“IN NEVADA”

In Trucolor'
Also on the Program

Until Further Notice.

at

1948 prices,

Also any peeled wood.

CABBAGE FIRM SOLID HEADS
j
P. E. I. TURNIPS
ORANGES “W 2 69'
GRAPEFRUIT ;
5 29‘
PASCAL CELERY
BUNCH 25‘
EMPEROR GRAPES 2«s29‘
SWT. POTATOES sX 3 LBS
« 25‘

ONLY 'TIL

9 P. M.

JAN. ISSUE OF

‘Woman!.
(Day!'
ON SALE
THURSDAY
DEC. 30TH
ONLY — 5c

ANN PAGE

29c

Mu

.. dated daily for freshness

SANDWICH
BREAD

20 oz <

ORANGE JUICE

ASP SEEDLESS
GILO WRAPPED-IN SHELL
Mixed
Nuts
PKG
49
_______________________
PKG ho- Raisins

ce'llo WRAPPED-IN SHELL

I 15 OZ

33c

MIXED *ROtT

Compote

ViS 49c

Walnuts

25’

e™ 35

JUST REDUCED'-WHITEHOUSE-BABY SIZE 4 6 oz c'<

27c

EVAP. MILK 3X41
JoodlrJ JhAitfiu. (phic&A,!

niAIZI CO PURITAN ULTRA I6OZ*JC
i lUIXLCd
SWEET
JAR uJ
GINGER ALE Xs 3^29
CIGARETTES
5
98
DCAfilC
8O29K
PC-IAIIJ BAKED BY- BSM 0'
£ JARS £3
NO >; Q7C
CAN U f
TUNA FISH
NO 2 4 Qc
TOMATO JUICE
2 CANS I U
tiny

seaipakt oven

Jot. Tl&w tycor (paAiy Snadi&J

loaf

Fruit Cake ,, ^7-7^.3, MX 1.25

Pfeffernusse Cookies PARKER

PKG

SWISS CHEESE SLICED or PIECE LB 75‘
PARTY RYE BREAD S 15‘
F(5

r EVLRY
CHEESE UTE

Ched-O-Bit

39'

Hard Candy
Warwick Chocolates

Scotties tissues ofK<’oo25e 2o

Red Circle Coffee

Candy Bars, Gum

LIFESAVERS

6

FULL-BODIED

FOR

25'

BAG

40'

BAG

' 5*

ba'c? 47‘

Bokar Coffee

ZZ

Ritz Crackers
NABISCO
Nabisco Shredded Wheat

MM,
CO
flB
«o5 65'

16 OZ
JAR

Eight O’Clock Coffee MELLOW

125 FT. MMe
ROLL

nca^43'

2loaF89‘
*pklg“ 37'

Rindless Cheddar Cheese

Bell’s Poultry Seasonirg
FKG 10*
ANN
Prepared Spaghetti PAGE 2c2AHs33e
Ann Page Beans WITH PORK 2‘c*aSI 21‘
SULTAN/
Stuffed Olives MANZANILLA
19'
Cut-Rite Wax Paper
Libby’s Fruit Cocktail

102-105

Qc

New Year’s Day Cake^" s.pzaer^2h69*
Iced Cup Cakes JANE PARKER OF 6 39'
Holiday Stollen Cake FILLED EACH 49'

We will close at 8 P. M. weekday evenings and *
j at 9 P. M. Saturdays during the Winter months.

QUICK FROJEN CONCENTRATED-MAKES 1‘j PINTS
6 OZ
SNOW
CAN
CROP

J-lml

21c 39c

if

For Particulars call WATERVILLE, 1000, Ext. 216,
Or Write Us at
7 PARK ST., WATERVILLE. ME.

Rushed From Leading Farms and Orchards!

ALL DAY
JAN. 1
OPEN
THURS. NITE

VflaAveL

Fresh Picnics

CLOSED

ANN PAGE

Starting 1949, we are buying Rough Spruce and

will have a new training
harness horses this Win
Florida Driving Club’s
miles from Jacksonville.

A&P STORES

MAYONNAISE
8OZJAR 16 OZ JAR

PULPWOOD PRODUCERS

.Florida
track for
ter. the
track, 10

them

59c

Lean Hamburg

17c

NOTICE!

’

tood5.

69‘

Rib Lamb Chops

SLAM ON THE

Internati:nal control for Samoa
was arranged after a hurricane in
1889 wrecked rival U. S„ British
and German warships in Apia har
bor during a dispute over sov
ereignty.

___ _______ _

I

TURKEYS
J9'
STEAKS
heavy STEEK BEEF
IB
rib R°JsLiiies MILDLY CURED VB^U
SMOKED PANICS
ERESH-WHOLE
QR EITHER END
PORK LOWS
«
,85'
CUBE STEAK CMcknns”; •3,t‘ 39c

NOTHIN'T'wowv
ABOUT-OUST

NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL

Twelve members of the squad of
'the Chicago Bears of the National
Football League make their homes
in Chicago.

COOKED HAMS ,63*

DRESSING
8OZJAR 16OZJAR

Starting Monday, January 3

Fir roadside or loaded on cars,

pers, nearing-aid anti microphone
units, industrial scale models, flags,
sports shirts and snow ‘suits, lob
sters, lobster buoys, ships, candy,
picture frames, lobster pot hoisting
gear, books and inochures of varied
types.
A sign, made by artist Frank
Hamabe- of Rockport, carries the
caption: “We proudly present these
products of Camden and Rcckport
industries. Chamber of Commerce
Industry Committee."

to StOVt-WHO'

y

“DREAM GIRL”
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Double Feature:
DECEMBER 30-31
Roy Rogers, with Andy Devine,
The Sons of the Pioneers in

It’s easy to ma«'
at yout ASF
you shop
low az u can

SALAD

WINTER CLOSING TIME

WALDOBORO—TEL. 100

Industry Committee as a tribute to
our industries and the vitally im
portant place tlrey hold here, as
as to inform the public about
Camden and Rockport In well
them.
dustrial Products Being
Chairman of the C. of C. Indus
try Committee is Carlton Under
Shown
wood, Rockport, and Vern Packard,
Products of Camden and Rock Camden, is co-chairman. Robert
port industries, arranged by Robert Perry, Pearl street, a member of
Perry of the Chamber of Commerce the Maine Development Commis
Industry Committee, make a color sion Industrial staff, jnow working
ful display this week at 31 Main with the Sea and Shore Fisheries
street, in the window of the Cham Department, was in charge of the
industrial display at the Eastern
ber of Commerce office.
Many persons who visit Camden States Exposition in Springfield
and Rockport are unaware of the this Fait He has donated a great
many small industries which are the i deal of time to prepare the local
"backbone'’ of these cummunities. I display.
Many residents of these towns are
Among the products on parade in
unaware of the variety or products ! this display this week are blankets.
made here.
I suitings. mecha|nical felts of all
The display was planned by the kinds, beats, sails, children’s rom

A Colorful Display

7
37
and Karl.

South Bristol’s Redmqn swooped
down on Waldoboro Friday night
and received a good wetting down
from the Waldoboro Firemen who
coasted along with a comfortable
lead for the first three innings, and
then ran roughshod over the visit
ors in the concluding stanza.
Rice scored 19 points, but his
teammates showed less class. Wal
doboro honors were divided be
tween Moody and Ralph, who
scored 18 points each.
Waldoboro (53)
G
F
P
R. Wink, If .......... 5
1
11
A. Moody, rf ......... 8
2
18
Ralph, C ............... 8
2
18

TEL. 24

ROCKLAND. ME.,

R Bagley, lg
E. Bagley, lg
Gardiner, rg .

Damariscotta 42. Waldoboro 35
Wells-Hussey Post, A. L.. led the
Waldoboro All-Stars 15 to 2 at the
end of the first, only to find itself
in a 21 to 21 tie at the end of the
half And then the legionnaires
walked away with the game. R.
Hilton was high scorer with ■ 15
points, Dolmi leading the AllStars with 13.
Damariscotta (421
G
F
P
R. Hilton, If
6
3
15
B.
Hilton,
If
.....
2
1
5
Wednesday
Pease, rf ............. 3
0
6'
Waterville at Ft. Fairfield Alumni Hunter, c ............. 5
2
12
at Rockland.
Walts, lg ............. I
0
2
Friday
Babbitt lg ........... 1
0
2!
Ellsworth at Presque Isle; San- Sprague, rg ......... 0
0
0
gerville at Milo; Ft. Kent at Van Belknap, rg ........ 0
0
0
Buren; Fairfield at Rumford. Gar
diner at Cony; Alumni at Camden;
Totals ............ 18
6
42
Sullivan at Harrington.
Waldoboro (35)
Saturday
G
F
P
0
6
Stearns at John Bapst; Ellsworth Moody, If .............. 3
0
0
at Ft. Fairfield Rockland at Chev Winchenbach rf . O
3
13,
erus Exposition; Waterville at So. Dolmi, rf ............... 5
Ralph, c ................ 3
2
8
Portland Exposition.
Bagley, lg ............... 0
1
1
«•••
0
2
The Bangor Aces stopped Nelson Lee. lg ................. 1
2
2
Brothers’ basketeers cold in the Currie, rg ............. 0
Community Building Sunday after Gardiner, rg ........ 113
noon. Led by high scorer John
Totals .............. 13
ft
35
Dana, the Bangor outfit rolled up
Referee, Brewer. Time, 4-10’s.
a total of 68 points, 60 from the
• • • •
floor ajna 8 from the foul line, to
Camden 46, Winterport 39
overwhelm the locals.
The Winterport Boys’ Club made
Bangor led all the way, ending
the first quarter with a lead of 12 a desperate rally in the last half
points in a 17-5 score. Halftime of last night's game in Oamdejn,
ended 27-16 for Bangor, while they but failed to overtake the Camden
extended their lead to 46-26 at the Legion team. Heal was the star
end of the third quarter to roll on performer racking up 22 points.
to the final 68-37 score.
Camden Legion (461
Bangor had good control of the
G
F
P
ball and made its moves count as Marriner, If ......... 5
2
12
Dana rolled up the high score of Hall, If ................ 1
0
2
the game with 16 points, followed Heal rf ................ 10
2
22
closely by Allf|n of Rockland with Milliken, rf........... 1
0
2
15 and then Norris and Neally of Young, c ...,.........
3
0
6
Bangor with 14 and 13 each and Bryant, lg ............. 1
0
2
Teel of Rockland with 11.
Dearborn, lg ........ O
0
0
The preliminary game 'was be Hoffman, rg . ....... 0
0
0
tween Rockland Junior High and
the RHS Freshmen which ended in
Totals .............. 21
4
46
an overwhelming victory for the
Winterport (391
Frshmep With a 45-16 score.
G
F
P
The score:
ElJarh, If ............ 8
2
18
Bangor (68)
Rov, rf .................. 1
2
4
G
F
P Fernald, c .............. 0
0
0
Nealey, If .. .
Morrison, c ......... 3
4
10
Treadwell, rf
Peterson, lg ........ 2
1
51
Yotides, rf ....
Fleming, rg ......... 1
0
2
Norris, c .......
Dana, c .......
Totals ............. 15
9
39
Crosby, lg .....
Referee, Collamore. Time 4-10s.
Cooper, lg .....
The Thomaston All-Stars topped
McLellan, rg
Camden's College All-Stars in a
preliminary, 55 to 30.
Totals
30
8
68
Rockland (37)
Right or wrong ?,
I0U BE THE JUDGE!
Allen, If ............... 6
3
15
Marsh, If ............ 1
0
2
Ames, rf ............... 0
0 ’ 0 ?! \F VOU SLAMM
McIntosh, rf ........ 0
9
0
OH TH' BSAiCE'_
Whittier, c ...... .
10
2
how-wepsupu
INTA THE
Flint, c ................. 1
2
4
MIPPlE A
Teel lg ............... 5
1
11
NEXT ,
Biggers, lg ............ 10
2
WEEK.' .
Holden, rg ............ Oil
Coffey, rg ............. 0
0
O

AUTO PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

WALDO
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VIGOROUS AND WINEY
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Candy Coated
M&M Chocolates

25c

Keeps Clothes White

New Suds Discovery

PIG Naptha Soap 3 CAKES 25‘

Dreft

30

L

104-1

“HERE COMES
TROUBLE”
In Cinecolor

SAT.-SUN.-MON.
JANUARY 1-2-3
Bette Davis, Robert Montgomery
The Outstanding Comedy Hit
of the Season:

“JUNE BRIDE”

With Fa.v Bainter, Betty Lynn,
Jerome Cowan
Matinees Saturday and
Sunday at 3.00
Coming: “A Song Is Born";
“Good Sam”; “Fighter Squad
ron"; “Julia Misbehaves”; “Hills
of Home’; “Johnny Belinda”.

Sensational .Sale ,— This Week Only .
THIS COUPON WORTH $.4.0i
NEW, STREAMLINED PEERLESS

ES
BALL POINT PEN
WITH A 10 YEAR WRITTEN GUARANTEE

It's Digestible

First of the Month — First of the Year
means detail—tons of it.
Ease your clerical work with

RUBBER STAMPS
WRITES TO 3 YEARS WITHOUT REFILLING
Thia coupon and only 98/ entitles bearer to the famous nationally advertised
Peerleas naw ball point pen (SS.Ofi value). Smooth-flowing, preciuiondealgned. Can’t scratch, ean’t leak. Instant drying. Makes 6 to 8 carbon
eopioa. Smart atreamlined plastic-barrel, metal cap. Looks like a $15.00 pen.
10 year written guarantee. Mail ordera filled 15/ extra. Hurry. Supply
limited. Aafc far Peerleas pen at

II GOODNOW’S PHARMACY,

main and park sts-H

Safe for Silks and Woolens
Lux Flakes
Lux Flakes

ALL SIZES. ALL TYPES FOR ALL PURPOSES
'
ON ORDER AT

For Baking and Frying

Peter Pan
c«39c ci,’1.10

Crisco

LAKE RtS

32

SHALL
PKCS

Z/

2

Peanut Butter

It 0Z JAR 33c

Lathers Freely and Quickly
Lux Toilet Soap

2

“k$26c

Spry

LBrm39c

n

Cannon Cloth in Every Package
Silver Dust

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
l03*aw

1.10

2
All ortce* subject to market changes and effective a* all A&F Self-Service Store* hi ibis area

PKG

33‘
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Jan. 12-15—Indoor Pair at Commun
ity Building, sponsored by V.F.W.

The Coast Guard cutter Snohc
misii made its first icebreaking trip
of the year up the Penobscot over
the holiday week-end. A maximum
of lour inches of ice was en
countered on the trip as the river
was cleared for the passage of fuel
carrying ships.
A New Year's Ball with plenty of
zip and fun is scheduled for Friday
night at Community Building under
auspices of Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post A. Ik Tiie Legion will
give the public a chance tc dance
the old year cut and the new year
in ta the top flight music of
Wayne Drinkwater and his 14 piece
dance band. There will be a very
special door prize and plenty of
fun. Dancing will be from 9 p. m.
Friday to 1 p. m. New Year's morn
ing. The new floor nt Community
Building Is pronounced a beauty by
all dancers who have thus far tried
tt. The New Year’s Ball will give
hundreds of da,nce fans an oppor
tunity to try for themselves the
fine new floor.

An Auld Lang Syne party is be
ing planned for the Masonic dance
Thursday. The committee is Mr.
and Mrs. Clinton Robinson, Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Nute, Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Jordan. Masons apd friends
not solicited will take sandwiches.
Mirs. William Murray of Park
street reported to police Sunday,
the theft of a piggy bank contain
ing between $45 and $50 in silver
from her apartment over the
Friendly Caf-*, during the week-end
while shi* was away. The bank Is
described as a rather large blue
piggy bafnk with gold trimmings
and containing only silver.

Rev. Alfred G. Hempstead was
called to Bucksport Friday to con
duct funeral services for a former
parishioner, Mrs. Beecher Sher
man. He was accompanied by Mrs.
Hempstead.
There will be a circle supper at
6J5 tomorrow (night at the Con
gregational Church with Louis B
Cook and Francis D. Orne as cochairmen.

TOWN NEWS
Items of Interest from
the Towns Listed Below
Appear in This Issue.
MEDOMAK
VINALHAVEN
GLEN COVE
NORTH HAVEN
WALDOBORO
WARREN
UNION
ST. GEORGE
THOMASTON
CAMDEN
ROCKPORT
NORTH WARREN
OWL’S HEAD
ROCKVILLE

Clearance sale of Fall Coats and
Dresses, beginning Dec. 29, Alfreda
Perry, 7 Limerock Street.. 104-105

55-tf

MONUMENTS OF
DISTINCTION
Marble & Granite Works
ROCKLAND

Geo. R. Perry & Sons, Prop.
20 LINDSEY ST„

TEL. 600

96-tf

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
Licensed Lady Embalmer
Rockland Tel. 810

558 Main Street
Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

Ambulance Service

Health Portal

On To Portland

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
64-tf

The Strand Theatre will run con
BOHN
tinuous on Saturday New Year’s
Dudley—At Vlnal Maternity
Dec 26, to Mr and Mra. Walter L. Dud"Old-timers’ Night" was observed Day, starting at the usual time, 2 ley,
Jr., a daughter—Patricia Lorin®.
Meeting Turned Over To the at the Congregational Church on p. m. until 10.45 p. m.
Estes—At Vinal Maternity Home, Dec.
26.
to
Mr and Mrs. Edward L. Estes, a
Youngsters, Who Enjoyed Sunday night with ten members Henry C. Williams, operator of son—Robert
Paul.
the Tydol filling station next to
and
five
guests
present.
Games
Cline
At Vlnal Maternity Home.
Every Moment
Theatre, suffered head in Home. —
Dec 25. to Mr -nd Mrs Clar
were enjoyed, a worship service Strand
i in-vooa Leroy.
Token gifts and good cheer were conductPd wlth SaUy Cameron and juries Christmas, afternoon when ence H Cl’m - or.
he fell into the station's grease pit.
enjoyed by the boy guests of Ro- „
married
He
was
taken
by
the
police
to
Knox
tary at its regular meeting at the Barbara Boynton in charge, and
llelano-Winchenbaugh — At T. .......
Thorndike Hotel.
the filmstrip “Boy Marries Girl” Hospital, where he is under treat ton.
Dec 25, Reginald L. Delano
The following thought for the presented by the pastor. Other ment.
Lawry and Miss Ava B. Wlnchenl . '-'h
of Friendship —by Rev. H. F. ia on
day was offered by Charles Bick- ,10,iday festivities cut down the at.
CARD OF THANKS
Thomaston.
neI1’
tendance at this first annual affair, I wish to thank those who remem- of Grinnell-Chapman
— At Ror *nd,
me du -ng my illness and at Dec. 26. Arthur E Grinnell of
Not how did he die, but how did he ‘ but a happy time was had by all.
Uctt
Christmas, with cards, fruit, flowers and Miss Virginia Chapman -f ' ^is
„
1,lve?
Charles Rose was back in the and
other gifts.
land—by Rev. Alfred G. Henxp3tead.
*X? he galn’ bUt What dW he quartet Sunday morning, Warren
Mrs. Adelaide Hanly,
Thomaston
104* It
Those are the units that measure the Hill having served in his place for
died
worth
four weeks. Mrs. ’Warren Hill supA THANK YOU
Kenrick—At Rockland. Dec 28. Henry
“
,
8
™
a
”
“
.
“
.T,!!
’
b
:C
th
.
olied
for
Nettie
Bird
Frost
who
We want to take this opportunity to Bruce Kenrick, 78 years. 11 months. 22
Not what was his church, nor what
was away visiting.
express an appreciation and a thank days Funeral Thursday at 1 o’clock
was his creed?
The Deacons meet at the parson you on behalf of our sons. Raymond from Davis Funeral Home, Rockland.
But did he help those who were really
Russell We want to thank The Interment in Warren.
In need?
age Monday night for a regular and
Courier-Gazette for the training our
Was he ever ready with words of good monthly session.
Ellis—At Clark Island. Dec. 27. Wllboys have received as carriers, the ac I Ham EllLs, age 87 years.
cheer.
Funeral
Gloria Jean Gifford, daughter of ceptance cf responsibility and prepa Thursday at 2 o'clock from the resi
To bring back a smile, to banish a
for life ahead and we want to , dence
tear?
Interment at Wiley’s’ Corner.
Robert and Gloria Walden Gifford, ration
Not what did the sketch In the news was baptized at .the morning wor thank the customers who have given j Sawyer—At Rockland. Dec. 26. Minnie
the boy every consideration and coyr- '
paper say,
B Sawyer, widow of Paul Sawyer, ago
But how many missed him when he ship service last Sunday, bringing tesy during the year Just concluding 85 years. 7 months. 9 days. Funeral
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll M. Wtxson.
to 20 the number christened this
went away?
! Wednesday at 3 o’clock from her late
1 home. 16 Jefferson street. Interment
CARD OF THANKS
When the song period arrived Christmas season.
Tiie men “dish up’’ the circle sup I w . h o thank all my friends, who In Achorn cemetery.
there was a hitch in the program.
were so nice to me during my stay at
Lufkin—At Fairfield. Dec. 26. Mrs.
per
this
Wednesday
night.
A
brief
In jovial wrath (well simulated)
Knox County General Hospital, also to Evelyn H Lufkin of Cushing, age 41
President Burrows berated the church meeting will convene after ’hank Dr Jameson. Dr. North and all years 10 months. 26 days. Funeral
committee for carelessness in net the supper to vote on a proposed the nurses, who were so nice to me Wednesday at 1 o'clock from Davis Fu
Mrs. Florence Wooster.
neral Home. Thomaston. Interment
providing a song leader. Looking j ““h"16"1 t0 the by’laWS °f the 194*It
in Clark's Hill Cemetery, Tenant's
relative to “junior deaguilty and disturbed maestros

The Rotary Club

Boosters’ Club Seeks Cars
For Cheverus Game—
Mass Meeting Jan. 12

Learns Much About Health
and Welfare From State
Official

Any public spirited basketball fan
who wishes to make it pcss-ble for
a large Rockland delegatL|n to at
tend the R_HS.-Chevrus battle New
Year’s eve at Portland should
phone Oliver Holden, 428; Charles
Foote, 280; Leroy Chatto, 1062-M;
Don Estes, 1539-R or Bob Jones,
991-J. This group is trying to se
cure more volunteer automobiles to
take team, cheer leaders, fans, etc.,
to the game. Call any of these
numbers and jou will be contacted.
The Rockland Boosters’ Club is
sponsoring the project ip an effort
to help the Rockland High team to
have goed support at the critical
game. The cars are to leave
Rockland High School building at
3 p. m., Friday. Cars have already
been volunteered by Frederic Bird.
Charles Foote, Walter Smith. Aus
tin Kinpey and At McFariand. It
is hoped that many more cars will
be volunteered.
A board meeting of the Boosters’
Club is called for Jan. 5 and a mass
meeting will be held Jan. 12 at the
High School building with a distin
guished speaker. Public warmly in
vited.

The Kiwanis Club listened with
much interest last night to that ca
pable official of the Health and
Welfare Department David H. Stev
ens, who was making his second
Rockland appearance within a fort
night.
One of the main functions of the
department as a whole, Stevens
said, is to acquaint people with the
business and working of the organi
zation.
Stevens pointed out the diseases
of diphtheria, whooping cough, and
smallpox can be done away with in
children through immunization.
Divorces are one of the major
concerns of the Welfare bureau, ac
cording to Stevens, who pointed
out there were 3900 divorces in the
State during 1946, or twice as many
as were granted 10 years ago. The
major reasons for divorce are the
high cost of living and war con
ditions which are just beginning tc
take effect, he said.
Stevens said 32,000 people are now
looking to the State for assistance
and are scattered over 25,000 square
miles. The average old age assist
ance paid by the State is now $34 a
month, which is about $6 a month
lower than the average of other
States.
to the front to w3^e
qj LeXti n
.2* ?aun
come to eive a nfhSanta has

Knox County Hospital patients
have been most fortunate this year
thanks to several groups coming to
sing carols. Girl Scout Troops 8
and 11 under the leadership of
Kathleen Harriman, Evelyn Luce,
and Mrs. Evelyn Halligan sang
Wednesday night.
All patients
were very grateful for the lovely
songs.
—KCOH -

The Knox County Alumnae Asso
ciation, had a Christmas party in
the Nurses’ Home. Thursday, and
elected officers for the ensuing year
—KCOH—
The patients are enjoying the
lighted evergreen tree, on the Hos
pital lot facing Limerock street, a
holiday project of the Garden Club.
O* O O'
The tree lights were put on by A.
News Item* from all ®f the Pa
T. Thurston and the City of Rock
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
land is furnishing the electricity.
here.
—KCGH Mrs. Clyde Fuller, 48 Grace street,
Penobscot View Grange of Glen Rockland, gave the hospital four
Cove meets Thursday at 7.30.
lovely scrap books for the children
• • • •
-KCGH—
Clayton Osgood, chief dairy in
Though busy, the ladies of the
spector of the Department of Agri Garden Club took time this week
culture, Augusta, will be guest to make wreaths for the doorways
■speaker Saturday, at Knox Pomona in the hospital and Nurses’ Home;
Grange, which will meet with and to recover with evergreens
Seven Tree Grange, Union. Other round wooden blocks, and place red
program numbers will include dis ; candles, in the center for desk and
cussion of the question, “Is Install window decorations. It added a
ment Buying a Form of Inflation?” great deal to the hospital atmos
which will be opened by Fred Fer- phere during the holidays.
nald of Thomaston; welcome by
—KCGH David Carroll, master of the host
Clyde Sallows, x-ray technician,
Grange; response, by Mrs. Amelia spent the holiday week-end in Bos
Dornan of East Union; piano solo ton with his mother and father.
by Mrs. Abbie Stanley of Rockland
—KCGH—
and vocal duet by Irving Sawyer of
MacDonald Class of the W.C.T.U.
Thomaston, and Mrs. Ruby Allen of under the leadership of Mrs. Brown,
Rockland.
made cunning corsages for all the
Degree work is planned for the patients, and nurses to use as place
morning session.
| cards on Christmas Day.
• • • ■
—KCGH—
A birthday supper for members
A group of youngsters came to
will be served at 6.30 Thursday at the hospital Thursday night and
Goodwill Grange, South Warren, to sang carols to the patients, but the
those whose birthdays occur this leader did not leave her name at
month.
j the front desk and we are all won
• • • •
who to thank. The group
Pleasant Valley Grange meets to dering
night, at Grand Army halL Sup did a splendid job, for little folks,
appreciated It.
per will be at 6 o'clock with a fine ) and the patients
KCOH-,
pregram.
Miss Camilla Livingstone was
able to be home for Christmas
Timely Spraying or Dusting
' with her family at Oakland.

GRANGE CORNER

Eliminates Plant Disease

—KCGH—

Dr. Wasgatt placed several beau
Maintenance of healthy plants re
quires a knowledge of the habits tiful boxes of candy and cartons of
in the several departments
and nature of plant-killing Insects cigarets
of the hospital for the personnel.
and constant effort towards their Needless to say all the girls appre
eradication
ciated his thoughtfulness.
Two main types ol insects
—KCGH —
threaten the health of plants —
Admissions: John Prior, Friend
chewers and suckers
Different ship, medical; Lester L. Staples,
treatment is required by both.
Rockland, surgical; Eliot Gamage,
Chewing insects eat and digest Rockland, surgical; Henry C. Wil
their food so they are killed with liams, Rockland, surgical; Mrs. Maistomach poisons Complete cover zie Winslow, Rockland, surgical;
age of the leaf surface with poison Donato Gatti, Rockland, surgical;
Is necessary Sticking pests pene Master Manley Hart, Rockland, sur
trate the plant tissues and suck the gical; Mrs. Lillian Johnson, Rock
luices Materia! applied to the leaf land, surgical; George Fernald,
surface affects these but little Best Portland, medical; EdwinC, Teague,
control can be gained by hitting Warren, surgical; Lyman Hopkins,
them with a contact spray, or with North Haven,—surgical.
KCOH—
a dust designed to choke or
Discharges: Mrs. Raymond Young,
smother
'Rockland; Mrs. Flora Smail. Rock
For elimination of plant diseases land: Mrs. Angeline Morse, Thom
the best procedure Is to spray or aston; Mrs. Marjorie Mills, Thom
dust before or immediately after a aston; Mrs. John Brann and baby,
rain This is to take advantage ol Rockland, Master James Graffam,
the nature of diseases They need Rockport.
moisture foT Infestation and dis
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE FIRST
persal and are much more trouble
NATIONAL BANK OF ROCKLAND
some in wet than In dry weather
Notice is hereby given that the anSprays should not be allowed to nual moptbio of tbn ctockboW-s of
stand even for a short time before the First National Bank of Rockland
% i'l op neki at its banking rooms on
use.
Tuesday. January 11, 1949, at 10 o’clock

Visit Lucien K. Green <fc Sons,
sjeona noor, 18 School street. Ode
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Pui
Joats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices
lOtl
■

A M ,o fix the number of and elect a
Board of Directors for the ensuing year
and to transact such other business as
may properly come before the meet
, Ing.
Per Order,
JOSEPH EMERY. Cashier.
Rockland, Maine
I-T-3
December 7, 1948.

Congregational Notes

In Municipal Court

Willis E. Ogier of Rockport plead
ed “not guilty" to drunken driving
charges Monday, was found guilty,
and appealed to the February term
of Superior Court. He was fined
$100 and costs of court of $10 and
supplied bail in $200 for his Su
perior Court appearance. The ar
rest was made by Rockland police
after he Was taken from his car in
the yard of a Park street filling sta
tion the day before Christmas.
■ • • •
Ralph F. Ayers of Oamdejn plead
ed • guilty’’ to speeding at the rate
of 70 miles per hour on US Route
1 between Rockport and Rockland
and paid a fine of $10. State
Trooper Mitchell brought the
changes.

p^t^on n3tbl3!h assjsted hy stafr
FhT
Pborn? ,nin tbthePlaV°,
’i COndUCt“,e^
the chorus
following:
O
Come All Ye Faithful,” “Silent
Night,” "It Came Upon the Mid- _
night Clear, “The First Noel."
Pressed to sing Santa declined, in
favor of the boys, who favored with
Away In a Manger." Boyish
trebles rich with the promise of fu
ture bassos, and tenors, lilted out
this great song, with clearness and
appreciation. Final song .all singing,
“O Little Town of Bethlehem.”
In departing. Santa advised “All
you nice little boys be good chil
dren as I count on coming back
next year to see everyone of you.
Good bye." The boys: “Good-bye
Santa."
President Burrows expressed his
appreciation of the work of the
committees that had made the
party a success.
Moving pictures shown by Guy
Nicholas furnished the entertain
ment. The boys got many a laugh
over the mishaps of that pair of
slap stick artists Abbott and Cos
tello.
Guest, David Bicknell, city. Visit
ing Rotarian, Lindon I. Christie,
Camden.
R. L. W.

Evolution of Garage Door
Prior to the 192O's the housing of
automobiles was not a matter of
too much concern. Owners of cars
in those days either kept their cars
in storage garages or in the bam
or carriage shed. Early in the
1920's people began to acquire
autos who didn’t have a place to
keep them, and the residential ga
rage came into general use. Cars
then approximated five feet in
width and an eight-foot garage
door opening became standard.
Michigan State College’s Chuck
Since that time, however, the cars Davey, three-time NOAA 135-pound
have yearly become longer and boxing champ, has a brother, Bert,
wider. Along about 1935 the build who is out lor the college team.
ing trade recognized the trend to
longer cars and changed the then
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
standard 18-foot garage depth to 20
feet. -It wasn’t until 1946 and '47
LOST, In vicinity of South Main
street, Brown Alligator Billfold.
models began to be delivered that Main
Initials D P Finder please keep money
the public generally began to re and return Billfold to DAVID
alize that the old standard eight- FLOURDE. 7 Purchase St. Tel. 1227 W
104-lt
foot opening was a rather tight fit.
Some builders now have adopted
eight-six as their standard door.

Doctors Study Atomic Medicine
Army medical center in Wash
ington, D. C., reports that no fewer
than 700 physicians and scientists
have been trained to date in the
fundamentals of atomic medicine
Scores of similar courses are being
set up in the medical schools
throughout the country. Medical
officers taking the course said they
were convinced that lives could be
saved in an atomic bombing by
widespread knowledge among phy
sicians of steps to ward off radia
tion. Although no method of pro
tecting persons in the immediate
vicinity of a bomb blast has been
developed so far, army experts
said they knew enough now to
make certain that the entire popu
lation was not wiped out in an
atomic bombing.
___

CARD OF THANKS
Harbor
I wish to thank the neighbors for , proctcr—At Camden. Dec. 22. Daniel
the lovely basket of fruit sent to L. Proctor, age 77 years.
Stanley Simmons.
Mahoney—At Guelph. Ont , Dec. 10.
="«“™
Mrs. Stanley Simmons,
Harry Mahoney, formerly of Warren.
Spruce Head.
104-lt
annual church meeting and many
IN MFMORIAM
other events, :he first of which will
CARD OF THANKS
Russell L. Smith, Swan’s Island; killed
he a meeting of the Church School
We wish to thank all our friends in action at Luxembourg Dec. 28, 1944.
and neighborhood for their thought
Not a day do we forget you,
fulness
on
our
50th
wedding
In our hearts you're always near;
We were happy for the
The Business Girls’ Club will anniversary.
We who loved you. sadly miss yQU
pretty flowers, cards and greetings
As there dawns another year.
made the day a pleasant one
meet
the parsonage this W- d- which
Always in our thoughts,
nesdnvnt evening
after the Circle for us.Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Gardner,
Mother, Father, Brother, Sister and
auDner
104*11
Martinsville.
104 It family.

.TO START
YOUR

NEW YEAR
; RIGHT
A Prosperous New Y-^ar begins with a

Shopping Trip to the Perry Markets where
every price is a low price every day.

GOLDEN SMOKED

off to a good start.

SHOULDERS
Short Shank, Lean—Just
what you will need for the
double Holiday—

NEW YEARS EVE

FROLIC
ELKS CLUB
FRIDAY, DEC. 31
9.00 to 1.00

TICKETS 75c TAX INCL.
Each member may invite two
couples as guests. Guests not
accompanied by member must
have endorsed ticket for admis
sion.
P. S. TICKETS ON SALE AT
Al’s Barber Shop, Tom Anastasio’s Store, Paul's Barber Shop,
Gardner French, Elks Home.

CABBAGE, 3 lbs
SPINACH, Cello,
3 lbs.
ONIONS,
CARROTS. 2 bch.
TURNIPS, 3 lbs.

Hamburg.............. lb.
Steak, sirloin....... lb.
Chuck Roast......... lb.
Stewing Beef....... lb.

10c
23c
15c
19c
10c

full

BACON,
SAUSAGE,
PIG LIVER

Bisfwh? 47c!

VETERINARIAN

TOMATOES.................... 2 No. 2 tins 29c
STRING BEANS............. 3 No. 2 tins 35c
SHELL BEANS............... 2 No. 2 tins 25c
PEAS............................ 2 No. 2 tins 29c
PEANUT BUTTER........... 16 oz. jar 34c
CORN......................... 2 No. 2 tins 37c
PEAS AND CARROTS .... 2 No. 2 tins 37c
FRANCO-AMERICAN SPAGHETTI 2 tins 29c
PIE CRUST......................... 2 tins 29c

sliced

SUGAR CURED

Easy ivith

v/

A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL!

NEW LOW PRICES!

59c
65c
55c
69c

PREINVENTORY SALE

DR. R. N. ABBOTT

So get

Come in today . . . and

every day.

EVELYN’S

HOME BAKED BEANS AND
BROWN BREAD
Wednesdays and Saturdays. Orders
taken until 9 A. M. Beans 45c per
Qt„ Brown Bread, 30c.
115 MAIN STREET,
TEL. 1259-J
Deliveries 15c in City Limits
102*104

PURE
PORK

lb.

SLICED
POUND

JUST REDUCED!
RINSO— DUZ — OXYDOL — LUX
LARGE PACKAGE, 32c
Ivory or Swan........ 2 reg. cakes 19c
P. & G. White Naptha Soap 3 cakes 25c

directions on package

Tel. 1047-22

FOR SALE

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

The Kiwanis Club

Page Three

Dean’s Sauer Kraut
1 Gal. Jars, 3% fial. Kegs,
6 Get Kegs
Also
Sauer Kraut Juice, Horse Radish,
Vegetable Salad
HAROLD A. DEAN

ASH POINT, ME.
76*104

MANY ARTICLES REDUCED 10 to 30%

iRINIINC
fa

ROCKLAND, MAINE
TEL. 645-W OR 963-R

102-T-tf

SUBSCRIPTION

HEADQUARTERS
ALL MAGAZINES
PUBLISHERS' REP.

sistent with High Quality Work

STATE NEWS COMPANY

on all types of Printing. Publi

Our reasonable prices are con

cations, Stationery, Office Forms,

________________________ 98-tf
O’SULLIVAN’S

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Commercial Printing Department

TEL. 1482-W

TEL. 770. ROCKLAND

38-tX

INCLUDING:
LIVING ROOM FURNITURE
BREAKFAST SETS
STUDIO COUCHES
LAMPS
‘TOYS
BED ROOM FURNITURE
BEDDING

BUTTER
FRESH CREAMERY
POUND

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!
Bread................ 2 large loaves 25c
Baked Beans............ 2 tall tins 45c
Libby Vienna Sausage............. tin 19c
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee Dinner .... pkg. 39c
B. & M. Beef Stew................ tin 51c
Libby Corned Beef ............... tin 49c

69c

Aged Cheese....... lb. 79cs

AtEWf
SlkVER«AKE^A>
FTrifAuniJemima's
f«is3gVflto.2ai.

ORANGES,
BANANAS,

JUICY
FLORIDA

GOLDEN
RUL

Please ask for Mr. Andersen

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Farnsworth Memorial Building

352 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

dozen 29c
lb. 15c

PARK WITH US AT OUR PARK STREET MARKET—YOU ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME—WE'LL HELP YOU TAKE YOUR BUNDLES TO YOUR CAR!

Invitations, Advertising, others.

TAXI SERVICE
All Passengers Insured

SMASHED

Log Cabin Syrup .. bot. 27c i
Evap. Milk ... .3 tins 43c;
Quaker Oats .. Ige pkg 35c i
Cream Of Wheat .. pkg 29c i
Crisco .... 3 lb. tin $1,103

ROCKLAND
•Where Good Things To Eat Get Together”

Tuesday-Frida?1

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, December 28, 1948
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AT THE STRAND MIDNIGHT SHOW. FRIDAY,
NEW YEARS EVE, 11.30 P. M.

WALDOBORO
AAAA
MRS. ISABEL LABS
Correspondent
zs zs zs z\
AAAA

Telephone 78
Mrs. Alice Gross of Gorham is
passing the holidays with her sis
ter Mrs. G. H. Cocmhs and her
mother, Mrs. Cora Nash.
Mrs. B. C. Reed. Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Reed and son and Stanley
Reed of Portland were guests Sat- ,
urday of Miss Grace Simmons.
I. S Bailey of Philadelphia i
joined Mrs Bailey at Stahl's Ta- j
verjr for the week-end.
Mrs. Ruth K. Hetherington and
Stephen Keene of Bristol Midis
passed the holiday with their cou
sins. Misses Jessie nd Faye Keene.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Chapman
of Rcckland visited Christmas l-'ay
with Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Matthews.
Richard Paul, a student at Beck
er College, Wcrcester, Mass., is
truest cf Mr. and Mrs. Brainard
Paul. Mrs. Mary Payson of Bath
was also holiday guest of the Paul’s.
Mr and Mrs. Ferpard Roy and
daurhter moved Thursday to Wa
terville. They have been occupying
an apartment ln the Achorn house
on Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Spear of
Warren and Mrs. Marie Rackliff at
Rcckland were visitors Christmas
Day at the heme Of Supt. and Mrs.
Earle Spear.
Miss Elizabeth Jameson passed
the holiday with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Foster Jamesqn.
Mr. and Mrs. William Zucchi and
daughter were in Massachusetts for
the holidays.
Clyde Sukeforth is at his home ln
town for a short Visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph DiNapoli
passed Christmas with their son,
Joseph in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Martin and
daughter Lynette and Mrs. Wavne
Heald were recent iLewlstojn visit
ers
Robert Chaplin is employed at
the post office.

Candidate for cupid. Betsy Drake's matrimonial campaign for Cary
Grant comes to a satisfactory conclusion in Don Hartman's production,
"Every Girl Should Be Married." Franchot Tone and Diana Lynn are
co-starred with them ln the Dore Schary presentation.

WARREN
ft ft ft ft
ADENA L. STARRETT

Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel 48

Roger Kalloch, teacher in the
High School in Bloomfield, Conn.,
passed a few days with his mother,
Mrs. Flora Kalloch, and aunts, Mrs.
Nlda Copeland and Mrs. Edith Rob.
inson. The four passed Christmas
Day in Portland with Mr. and Mrs.
SLGEORGE
Elmer Locke.
Boys and girls of the community
Mrs. Maynard Packard and
were given a Christmas lawn party
Saturday night by Alfred Hocking daughters. Misses Marilyn, Nancy
at his home. Under the beautiful Packard of West Hartford, Conn.,
colored lights arranged ln his yard, and Florence Packard have been
the children gathered from near guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Mc
and far. While eagerly waiting. Cluskey for. a few days.
Christmas bells were heard, and i Mr. and Mrs. George Pote and
soon Santa himself made his ap family including Richard, Kenneth,
pearance with a pack loaded 'to the Barbara, Phyllis and Philip of
rim with gifts of all shapes, gaily Lynn, Mass., passed the holiday
wrapped, for all the children in the week-end "with heir parents, Mr. and
community. Santa also presented a Mrs. Clifford Overlock, in East
bag of candy, com cakes and fruit Warren.
to each child.
i Mr. apd Mrs. Harold Overlook
j and children, Terry, Sharon, and
! Alden were overnight guests Friday
GLEN COVE
Mr. and Mrs. William Frye an i of her parents, Mr. and Mirs. Leigh
nounce the engagement of their Miller in Lincolnville. They were
daughter. Irene Lucy, to David dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Eaton, sen of Mr. and Mrs. Roswell Mrs. Clifford Overlock, East War
Eaton. No date has been set for ren.
| Guests Sujnday of Mrs. Nettie
the wedding.
Copeland in South Warren, were
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Weed and
daughter. Miss Barbara Wood cd
! Camden. Miss Eleanor Wood of
! Framington. and Miss Gertrude
Wood of Cambridge, Mass. Mrs.
Marlon Wood of Farmington, also
guest of Mrs. Copeland her mother,
[ is remalni(ng in South Warren for
i a few days.
The lobby at the post office will
| be open from 8 a. m. to 7 p. m.,
Saturday. New Years Day, with
window service irom 8.30 to 11.30
a. m. There will be no rural de
livery service.
Readings from the Cynthia Maus
book "Christ and the Fine Arts,''
I will foe made Wednesday night at
the Congregational Chapel. The
Beavers, CcngTegat.onal Boys dub,
’ will meet at 1.30 Friday, at the
workshop.
j The fire department was Called
lout at 11 p. m., Sunday (night to
a chimney fire at the home of Mr.
j and Mrs. Raymond Miller, West
Warren.
Holiday dinner guests of Mrs.
I Evelyn Robinson were her sisters.
£*
Mrs. Mabel Sherman of Rockland,
'trs. Grace Andrews of Thomas
on. Mrs. Jessie Walker agio Miss
Mary Wyllie of Oyster River; her
mother, Harry 'Wyllie of Oyster
River, also,. Everett Creighton of
, East Milton, Mass., and Mrs. James
Over 5 million Maytags sold —
j Creighton of Thomaston,
far more than any other washer.
i Word has been received from Sa
Corns la and plats ysor ordsr aov
lina, Kansas, of the birth of a
daughter, Lois Eileen, Dec. 1)1, to
I
and Mrs. Arthur 'Adams, forTHE FARM & HOME ; SSgt.
merly Constance Jenkins of this
SUPPLY
i town.
I Mrs. Hazel Gammcgi, acompanied
Charles E. Stackpole, Prop.
by Miss Eini Riutta. Earl Gammon.
TEL. 184-3,
THOMASTON Irving Lufkin, and Carolyn Lufkin
104-tf
go today to Orcno, where they will
attend the State 4-H Club contest,

NOW ON

at the University of Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. George Beers re
turned Sunday to Cranberry Lake,
N. J., after visitiglg Mr. nd Mrs.
WilliS Mocdy. Sr., and Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Stimpson. Mrs. Beers had
been with her parents for the past
few weeks.
School Notes
Attendance records have been
made by the pupils for the 15-week
Fall term, in spite of the prevalence
of measles, especially among the
younger children.
Perfect attendance is credited
these pupils of Grades Seven ajnd
Eight by their teacher, Mi’s. Anna
Wolf: Raye Colburn, Gilbert Mar
tin, Tessie Miller, and Sewell Pea
body, Virginia Davis, Mariaimc
Pellicani, Freda Hill, and Neil
Wyllle.
A four-drawer metal file has been
bought by pupils of this rocm. for
use at tMe school.
Many parents and friends at
tended the operetta, ‘The Madon
nas Choice,” given by the inter
mediate and grammar grades. Th(
silver collection brought in S13.9C
A candy treat enjoyed by the pu
pils, 'was furnished by the PTA.
An added feature in the 7th and
8th Grade room is the daily edu
cational program, heard over radio
station WBZ from 9 45 to 10 a. m.
Mrs. Lina Smith, teacher of the
intermediate, fifth ajnd sixth grades
reports perfect attendance: Alton
Gammon. Marjorie Wiley, Parker
Erickscn, Frank Fogg. Arnold Hill,
Violet Mitchell, Faith Ncrwocd, Al
bert Overlock. Arthur Penney. Jr..
Carolyn Philbrook, and Charles
Penpey. Absent but one day were
Janet Hall Donald Fogg, Albert
Norwood, David Kenniston. William
Payson, Kenneth Starrett, and Au
brey Wiley.
The register 'in the third and
fourth grades showed a clean slate
as far as tardiness is concerned.
Perfect attejndance as reported by
the teacher, Mrs. Florence Davis,
is credited Jennie Wooster, Judith
Wood, Ellen Erickson. James Kin
ney, Donna Mitchell, Inza Peabody,
Ronald Overlock, Harland Nor
wood, Thomas Richards, Thomas
Turner, and Clement Sawyer. Ab
sent but qne day were Richard
Rawley, Tobey Messer, and Robert
Payson.
Pupils of grade four who received
perfect marks in spelling for the
term are Inza Peabody, Judith
Wood, and James Kinney.
Three receiving the best marks in
spelling ln grade three, for the
term are, Sandra Mank, June
Stimpsqn, and Woodrow Carter.
A reading club has been formed
at the school, of which these chil
dren from grade three are mem
bers: Sandra Mank. Sandra Mit
chell, Janice Kinney. Gail Ohicoine
Ronald Overlock. Clement Sawyer,
Gerald Miller, Charles Fogg. George
Lehto, and Woodrow Carter; and
from grade four, Mary Heald. Car
olyn Overiock, Fay Chicoine, Ijnza
Peabody, Allen Erickson, James
Kinney, Tobey Messer, Leroy Cou
sins. Nancy Buck Judith Wood,
Everett Waters and Gloria Kenni
ston.
MSss Shirley Castner, teacher at
Hinckley Comer, reports but two
tardy marks during the Fall term.
Perfect attendance is credited

TipsonTouring

ter

Granite Moorings

John Meehan & Son

the Mount Vernon Ladies associa
tion and called upon the women of
the nation to help her. The money
was raised. Mount Vernon was
purchased and has been maintained
ever since by thia association Miss
Cunningham served as regent of the
association from 1053 to 1874.
For the peat 1* years Charles C
Wan has bees superintendent of
the estate, which baa 78 permanent
employees.
Mount Veraos was visited many
times by Franklin D. Roosevelt
while he was president Winston
Churebin also has paid lt a visit
President Theodore Roosevelt rode
out on horseback President Tru
man has visited thia oational shrine
many times. He usually brings hla
family and some friends.
Picture-taking ls permitted, and
people take pictures of the famous
spot by the thousands.

introduces to the farm industry
TRACTORS

with a combined maximum in traction
and mechanical operating efficiency. The
simplicity of design makes practical • lowest initial cost

INSULATION
GOLD BOND ROCKWOOL
WEATHER STRIPPING
DOORS and WINDOWS

Combination
ALUMINUM STORM and
SCREEN WINDOWS
BEST MATERIALS
EXPERT WORKMANSHIP

Central Insulation Co
' FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PHONE CAMDEN 525
JOSEPH L. BREWSTER

Sales Manager Eastern Division

95-tf

• lowest operation cost

• lowest maintenance cost

ALBERT E. MacPHAlL

PLUMBING AND HEATING

Charles M. Burgess
Dealer
Phone 17-3

CLASSIFIED

II. S. Army

DETROIT TRACTOR CORPORATION

Route 17

use our

Most people do not know that pen
once told for $62.50 per pintINEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
MRS CHARLOTTE HAWES
enough money tc buy 400 cans oi
—. By Carol Lane •—«
Correspondent
peas
at
the
grocer's
today
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
Women's Travel Authority
Nor do they know that most ol
ft ft ft HERE'S WHAT IS COSTS
No professional truck driver
tue30,000
farmers
for
whom
peas
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
Telephone 3-21
is ever caught with a cloudy
are an all-important cash crop get
serted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 cents. Additional
or frosted windshield. He has a
paid on the calculations of an in
lines 10 cents each for one time; 20 cents for two times. Five
trick or two in his cab, and un
small words to a line.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Burgess en strument called a tenderometer,
der the hood, well worth con joyed a family gathering at their which crushes a given quantity ol
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called L e. advertisements
sidering.
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
home Christmas day when they green peas and determines their
Your windshield clouds up in
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
were joined by Mr. and Mrs. John tenderness. The easier the crush
side because moisture from the Lane and three children of Little the higher the price the canner pays
warm air condenses on the cold ton, N. H„ Mr. and Mrs. Russell the farmer.
glass. If your car Isn’t equipped Nash of Newton Lower Falls, Mass.,
Last year canner. packed nearly LOSTAND FOUND
FOR SALE
with defrosters, Mr. and Mrs. Gustave Lane and 800 million cans of peas, which,
you can clean Mr. and Mrs. Sabin Cummings of if plced end to end, would girdle
DODGE
(19481 ptek-up. s/,-tcn. 5000
MAN S Silver Wrist Watch and Brace
L H.
let, ln Rockland. Dec. 20. Make, Wells- mileage, for Immediate sale
away the fog by West Rockport.
the globe twice.
by Swiss Co. TEL. Warren 36-12. SMALL. Upper Washington St., Camopening the
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Tibbutt
Peas costing over a cent a piece, bro,
_______________________________ 104 105 den.
__________________ KXtOS
left hand front , of Chesterville spent the weekend ' Or $62.50 a pint, were a delicacy
NOTICE ls hereby given of the loss 1 LATE 1946 Plymouth Black Special
ventilator wln- W'ith Mrs. Lizzie Hawes.
ii dulged in by members ol the i of deposit book number 1035 and the Deluxe four door Sedan, for sale.
d o w a few
Mrs. arm.
Edith _____
Cuthbertson
of Win- i French_ court
during
the reign of
owner of said bool: asks for duplicate Excellent condition TEL. 212 J 104*105
a
z-»i___ I
..
__
&
.
tn arv'Ai'dflnpp with t.ba nrovlfdonji nf
—_________________ —_____ _
z.__ — inches, or by slows Mills spent Christmas with Louis XIV. The author of the Life
glSx^“^dT 'g^“Ute?“che?X
>
Y
using one of Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Cuthbertson.
of Colbert wrot, in 1698 that peas CO by Lendon Jackson Treas Rock- [’fwi) Co^h tester. ^ood rubber,
L
'
-those small
Dinner guests Saturday of Mr. were "both a fashion and a mad-1lan(l- Me Dec' 2,1 1948
10B-T-1 Cars 8rp winterized.
Will trade.
Call at 81 NORTH
rubber bladed and Mrs. Ralph Williams were Mr. ness.
------ I Terms If desired
,
Milt Lane
104*106
and Mrs. John Williams, Waldoboro.
MAIN ST
fans which at
Flavor and quality tn peas are
WANTED
Mr. ajld Mrs. Charles Howe. Charles
I FOUR-ROOMS of Fumlture_for Bale.
tach to the steering column.
1
I Call after 4 p. m , at 96 M0GHANIC
Jr., and Miss Ruth Howe of Bath, captured by canning them as soon
Your best advance insurance
PRACTICAL Nurse with hospital ex- street.
_____ 104-405
Mli-ss Harriett Williams and Abner as they reach the correct stage of perience,
now
available,
PHONE
23
W.
for keeping the outside of the Griffin.
maturity. Even a small pea cannery city.
STUDIO Couch. Overstuffed Chair,
104 105 Breakfast Bets. White Kitchen Oablglass clear and clean ls a pair
Mrs. Muriel Hallowell went Mon can turn out 300 cans per hour.
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, by man net. Wool Rugs. Sewing Machine,
of fresh rubber blades for the
Working night and day during har alone
day to Washington, D. C.
for light work
Cal! after 6 or Cribs. Baby Carriage. 6' Skis. Chest of
windshield wiper arms. They
Mr. and Mrs. David Carroll are vest time, members of the indus 7 p. m. APT 19. American House, city Drawers. Dressers. Safe 14x11x17. 17”
104*lt Jack Screw 8 Step Ladder 13’ Ext
take a terrific beating from
attending Grange deputy school in try in 27 states last year packed
~"G1RL wanted to care for baby from
°t-rhTmT2t'crT
year-around weather and
Augusta.
enough peas to provide everyone 9 ;o 5 p m . Monday through Friday.
18 „Hi‘
St'
should be changed at least once
Mr. and Mrs. Lucius Barker with in the United States with 25 gen TEL 1053 M.
104-lt , °P«n 12 to 9 P m_____________ 1004 105
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Danforth erous servings.
a year.
' MIDDLE-AGED Widow wants work as
1940 CHEVROLET %-ton Pic Vtm
spent Christmas frith Mr. and Mrs.
Truckers avoid a morning
housekeeper or cook In small family. Truck for sale. Platform
,
Ralph Carroll ln Thomaston.
Referneces. TEL. CAMDEN 535. 103*104 JJnwlnvtito 4
JOHN bHANNOhL
coat of ice on their windshields
Fort
Lewis
Commemorates
Mr. and Mrs. Franz Burkett and
LADY wanted to take care of one
by taping a newspaper over the
MODEL A Ford Engine with waterand live in. Opportunity for
daughter Ann were holiday guests
Early American Expedition child
glass the night before. Many
»m~nT%hord«.res^’^‘^e.'«*>' manifold for
Mao pare
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Curtis
Payson.
L_°
______________________
103*104
j
11
swear by a Bull Durham tobac
Stretching from the shores of
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Lyal
Calhoun
and
co sack filled with rock salt,
for general office work want- I
son spent Christmas day in Bangor beautiful Puget Sound to the foot ed.GIRL
required Five day week 1 ...H™ B|L1' TtoJuXin
W
Rorkwhich when rubbed over the
hills of the majestic Cascade moun fromshorthand
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Garden
Stanley.
9
,i
m to 5 p m. Tel Camden TyLER So. Thomaston.
in. kmx ,
windshield or rear glass will
J Mrs. Stanley and daughter Joyce j tains, with towering Mount Rainier 2802 or see MR NILES at Industrial land 243 ~W1________________
clear Ice In a matter of seconds.
102-105
OIL Drum and stand; linoleum
returned to Union with them and it. the distance, is Fort Lewis, Models Rockport, Me
Bed
A razor blade will scrape off
they all went Sunday to New Bed Washington, largest military instal PAPER Hanging and Painting want- Stair Treads, never used, full-size
104105
by the hour or by the Job. HOWARD »PrlnS t el shs m
soft ice but care is necessary to
ford where they will visit Mrs. Rob- lation to the western states and ed
BROODER Stove and Kitchen Stove,
prevent scratching the glass; a (ert Allen.
home of the famed 2d Infantry M. KENNISTON, 69 Pleasant street
10G 105 coal or wood; 4 cover Camp 8tove. coal
much better Instrument ls a
Miss Harriet Williams goes today - division.
CARPENTRY,
alterations;
repairs S'", wood: three.-h11!™,
small piece of wood, with a nar
to Augusta where she will spend the
The fort's name commemorates painting flocr refinishing. linoleum Bed- c?£np' , ^h
row, flat edge.
(old.
ISRAEL SNOW 14 Ocean St.
2
winter with Mr. and Mrs. J. O. ! the exploits of Captain Meriwether T'ci
i
v
ia4*9 Table end Roll Door Set-, complete, 2
But one of the best tricks I
Newton.
Lewis who to 1805 led the historic TCI ihi-kk.______________________iwj on Buraers two ftnd three-burners,
USED
car.
1939
to
1941
model,
wantAll
these
articles
In.
good
condition,
know was given me by a longMiss Bernice Carroll returned I Lewis and Clark expedition down
ed. from private party, good condi- Call any dav. Priced to sell. MAUrange trucker who hits every
Monday to Randolph, Mass.
the Columbia river and into the tlon, TEL 375-13.
103-104 RICE JONES, Clatk Island.
104-lt
Mr. and Mrs. Henry
kind of weather. He inserts a
x Knight
14. and
.. |i virgin territory now contained in
. ------- ----------------------------- T
PAIR Tubular Ice Skates, size 9„ tor
family spent Christmas with the
iUte
Washington
piece of rolled newspaper under
sale. $5 Used once; 12 OLHA6ON ST..
Polands in Richmond. Jane Poland 1
' Thomaston
_________________ 104* Lt
TO LET
the rear edge of the hood, near
With
more
than
70,000
acres
of
returned with them to spend a
“ house for sale, to be moved away,
the windshield, forming a crack
land,
80
per
cent
of
It
virgin
tim

LARGE Room to
let.
Kitchen partly built. Would make nice little
week.
k
through which warm air from
St home. Call at 100 UNION ST. ’04*2
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wallace, Mr. ber, the huge post has dozens of orb liege' lf desired, 21 SchocI
the engine blows against the
104-105 "
TEL 1448-J.
target
ranges
and
training
areas
FORD Coach (1936) good battery;
and Mrs. Ralph Starrett. Mrs. Lela
glass, keeping it dry and clear.
APT.. 4 rooms, to let. good location, good- rubber $75
ERVEN GAMMON.
Creighton and Wallace Creighton j It’ reservation includes every kind
heat
and
hot
water
furnished.
Elec
It works on passenger cars,
Middle
Road. Warren Tel. 1-4. 103-104
of Fall River, Mass., passed Christ of terrain on which almost any type stove and Frlgldaire. PHONE 24 city.
too!
LYNN Furnace burner; has 3 nine104 105
mas with Mr. and Mrs. Elmer of military problem may be prac
inch adjustable plates with constant
Jameson, of Waldoboro. Wallace ticed. Within a half-day's journey
THREE ROOM Furnished and heat level valve Can be used for "hot water
Lloyd Davies and Llewellyn Feyler. Creighton returned Monday to Fall lie lov hills, pathless forests, beau ed Apartment with private bath to or air system. Also Hansen Gate Hot
104 105 water heater with constant valve.
Absejnt but one day were Paul Wood River, but Mrs. Creighton will re tiful grovea, rivers, lakes, and the let TEL 152 M.
CARPENTER Work wanted, ol all *)so Baby
Terry Robinson. Nancy Norwood, main for two weeks to visit Mrs. sea itself.
k'nbh
GEORGE LITTLE. Thomaston, been_use_ TEL 1174-J.
103-404
ana Jean Turner. George Wooster, Starrett and Mrs. Wallace.
The fort was originally estab Box 23;3 ___ ____ ___________ _______
104-105
FROM twice weekly hatches,
who came to the school from Rock
Holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. lished to 1917 as Camp Lewis and
SECOND HAND Furniture and An- ?T’w,lnK. quick leathering.
land. had perfect 'attendance for 10 Grevis Payson were Mr. and Mrs.
tlques Gias and China. WEAVER. 15
®lso
.
weeks. Linwood Stetson was ab George Payson of East Union and became a permanent installation Hvler St.. Thoniarton. Tel 149 3 Open Pullet-s ln limited nimweaa. nvi
10 years later. During World War 12 to 9 p m
sent cjnly two days.
104 105 »<
fr0IP Mato® V- O'**
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Harper of I the hard-hitting 91st division was -------------------------------------------------------------proved. Pullorum-clean etook. OUuvH
FIVE-ROOM Apartmen. with bath, nbCK HATCHERY. Melville W. Ohyta.
Rockland.
Wheel-Chair Kitchen
organized and trained at Camp first lloo- to let Inquire ARTHUR Waldoboro. Tel. 122 23.
103*1 U
104 105
As a first step in a program to
Lewis prior to its participation in PEASE Thomastcn
BIrONDE walnut veneer Vanity I
Freedom
Garden
Program
"-ATTRACT!
VE
Apt.
.
aid an estimated five million dis
fighting to France Also organized
three
large Dresser for sale.
sale Waterfall desi<n»
design*: I
and bathmonth
to lot. furnished. HoUywood Twin Beds. Vanity Sthol
Sett Higli Goals (or 1941 there was the 13th Infantry diviabled U. S. housewives, a com
only
TEL
Slipper Chair. Complete $100 or
sion during Lewis' growth as a war ASTON 111
plete kitchen that can be operated
103
sell pieces separately. TEL.
National toadort have act a goal
by a woman in a wheel chair has of 20 million freedom (ardent (or time military training center.
MY Home at 111 Pleasant St. to let— 8&53_______
. _
been designed. to Bridgeport, 1S48. pointing out that they will en
Today, all Fort Lewis' activities 4 rooms and bath, furnace electric HORSE tor sale, sound and ckSK
<,7g%1X.£rn 6h<,d DELIA
worlt single or double; 8 yearn oJO,
are Closely related to the training 1 ~
Conn.
courage world friend thi p end will
Tel. 124 R
101tf weight about 1800. Price reasonable.
The program is sponsored by the make all men partners to the com of the 2d (Indianhead) division
FURNISHED Small Single House to K AHLHOIAI. North Warren, R. F. D. l,
Institute of Rehabilitation to New mon (truffle for peace, freedom which, ta 1917, was organized in let. Two rooms and a flush. TEI Box 80. __ __ ___ _
103*105
York, an outgrowth of affiliation and enough te eel
Europe. The division, then com 124 R_______________________________ 10Itf GOOD Quality Bated Hay, 830 per
F3JRN1SHKD
two
room
Apartment
lo
ton.
JACK
DODGI.
Rockland
Munietbetween New York university and
posed of regular army and marine
The national garden program
lOltf pal Airport Tel 8091 or 137-23 _1<»-1
Bellevue hospital The institute fa calls for 14 mflllon town and subur corps regiments, served with dis let with flush TBL 124-R
FURNISHED AparfmentZ
V? F.
POWER Boat. 30 It. long for sale; g-ft
supported by a $250,000 grant from ban (ardent large enough te pro tinction to World War I and was STUDLEY
Tel. 1234 or see MR ROB beam. 3 ft draft. Boat ano motor In
the Bernard Baruch committee on duce good supplies of vegetable*; decorated with the French fourra INSON. 67 rear Park street
99 tt good condition
MAYNARD OREENWEBBER’S INN -Boara and Room by IjAW' North Haven__________ HB’l*
physical medicine and by resources tlx million bigger and better farm
gere. In World War II the IndianSTOVE Length Dry Slabs, delivered.
from the Milbank memorial fund gardent; perennial vegetablei and heads fought all the way from 'av or week Under new management
340 R.
97-105 large load, approx. 2 cds. $17; small
and other agencies. According to frultt wherever space and growing Omaha beach fo the Rhine For Call THOMASTON
i,„
lead. $9; green olaba at lower pricea.
Lr. Howard A. Rusk, executive condition! permit end term, rural their valiant stand during the
——————————— LELAND TURNER Tel 406-J.
chairman of the institute and war suburban and town families to can
"battle of the bulge" the command MISCELLANEOUS ______________ w
| IN Thomaston, a 4 room House for
time army rehabilitation head, or otherwise pretervt adequate
was decorated with the Belgian ---------------- —- -— I am opening an office at 6 Park St sale, lately re modeled, and ln good
work to the field of rehabilitation supplies of vegetable* end fruita. fourragere.
of Erin and Beechwood
Jan. 3 for the convenience of taxpayers repair. Corner
has thus far overlooked the five buying theta to tha open market!
$3900
F. H WOOD. Court
who wish private assistance In filing
________________102-105
million disabled housewives to the whenever necessary
1947 Farm Income
Income tax returns Fees, $2 and up
Office hours 9 a m. to 6 p. m
Eve
ORDERS taken for Chocolate Dough
United States Of this number
Returns
for
the
first
li
months
The produce from 20 million home
by appointment
Tel 1237 nuts and Cup Cakes.; 10 ROCKLAND
Dr. Rusk asserted, “two million de garden! can take the plaee ot or indicate that farmers to the United nings
RUFUS A HALL, former Deputy Col 8T
102*104
pend on crutches or wheelchairs. supplement many foods vitally
lector
Internal
Revenue
Service.
States during the full year of 1947
mi
DRY Hard Wood, sawed as wanted,
They constitute the largest occupa needed for export A home garden
103 105 consisting of oak, maple, beech. $18
received thirty billion dollars from
per cord
HILLCREST, Warren. Tel.
tionally disabled group to th- also will eld the family budget and
marketings and 340 million from
, 35 41
10OI
country."
government benefit payments, or a
assure the family of an adequate
RAILS, several hundred feet. A-l
total cash Income of $30,340,000,000
well-balanced diet it ta pointed out
condition
Ideal for marine railway.
A GOOD JOB FOR YOU
U. S. Marines were called upon
JOHN MEEHAN A SON. phone ROCK
Thia was the highest income in
to quell a riot in Massachusetts
LAND 21-W2 or ALFRED C. HOCKINO.
history,
and
exceeded
by
19.8
per
Supt.. Tel 56-13 Tenant'* Harbor
State Prison back in 1834.
Mouirt VenMH Is Maceo
cent the previous high record of
______________________________________ 97-105
CMOOSf THIS
For Millions of Visitors $25,318,000,000 to 1946 The Increase
CONCRETE Products for sale Burtal vaolts. septic tanks, building posts,
from 1946 to 1947 to farm income
FINE fROKSSIOK NOW!
Tha MO-aera estate of Mount
outside concrete work, air compressor
from marketings ■ ’as primarily the
Vernon la one of America*! swankwork
ROBERT C BURNS. TeL 1430.
FOR SALE
result of a sharp increase to the
____________________________________ 97-106tf
teat historic spots—• spot which has
prices
of
agricultural
products,
al
SAWED
Dry Slabs, delivered, large
NAILS—8 D COMMON
been visited by millions of people
load, approx. 1 cord. t9; green alahe at
though an Increase to the quantity
MOORING CHAIN, % ta.;
and all of the U. B. Presidents In
lower price*
LELAND TURNER TeL
GET ONE OF OUR
marketed was also a factor. Prices
406 J after 5 p. m._________________ 97-105
the past 00 yeera
ANCHORS, USED PIPE,
to
1947,
reaching
the
highest
level
In the I830*a the estate was placed
DRY Hardwood, mostly Beech,
STERILIZED WIPING
ever recorded, were 19.3 per cent
sale. 4 foot or sawed stove length. ED.
on the market tor *200,000. Both
CLOTHS, QUALITY RUGS
WOTTON.
Ingraham'a HUI. Oity. TeL
above the 1946 level. The quantity of
and cease worrying
the state of Virginia and the United
1388_M____________________________ 87-105
Gold Seal, Bird’s, Armstrong's
farm products marketed was also
States government turned the offer
Let us quote prices on Granite
DRY. Slabwood. sawed stove length,
the highest on record, but showed
810 for over a cord load. Fast, nee
Moorings, complete with chain
a,,
increase
of
only
2.5
per
cent
MORRIS GORDON & SON down
di^lvery.
HILLCREST. Warren. TeL
Determined to save the home of
delivered.
35-41_________________________________ 87105
over the 1946 volume.
SCRAP IRON AND METAL
the "father of hla country" for pos
VENETIAN BUNDO
ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 388-W
terity. Mias Ann Pamela Cunning
Custom built for your windows,
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
64-tf
ham of South Carolina organized
hl<untnum slats, colors white, eggahaU,

DISPLAY

ALL - WHEEL - DRIVE

UNION

Humble Pem Used te Sell
As Luxury fer $62 a Pint

Union, Maine
104*lt

445 Mam St, Rockland,

Phone 738-W

Alfred t. Hocking, Supt
Telephones: Rockland 21-W2 or
Tenants Harbor, 56-13
81-tf

BUYERS

WAITING

I have two buyers waiting,
eager to buy dairy farms. These
are spot sales. Phone me at
once. I have a buyer who wants
to get into the lobster business.

EXTRA SPECIAL VALUE

GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Oranlte walks (any width), flraut
posts (any a lae) boat moorto
Sagging chips, and dust for___
fno more mud) rip rap for all
of fills and dock work, pier stone, t ___ _
foundations, curbing, paving hlocMt
ashlar and monumental stone poets
property markers and building sup
ports. We wtll deliver anywhere. AaO
us about granite BU loaded on MOV
truck. Estimates gladly rnTmttkrT
obligation.
JOHN MEEHAN & BON
Clark island. Me. TeL Rockland Xt-W)
A C HOCKINO
Tel. Tenant's Harbor. M-lg

tt,

m

n-ioa

I«VISI II

(fixeluslve)
Nice 5-room, modern house, 2car garage, large woodshed, nice
lot of land located at 11 Freder
ick St., Rockland. All contents,
complete, ready to start house
keeping, electric washer, white
range, dishes, everything—com
pletely furnished, $5,200,

SAVINGS BONIS

BODY and FENDER

Work

Charles E. King, Rep.

COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK BCPAIKS
RADIATOR CLEANINO AND
REPAIRS
ANY TYPK OF WOJMNO

HOSMER POND HOAD

Rowling’s Garage

WEST FARM AGENCY,
INC.
PHONE 8537. CAMDEN

i#-tf

or Ivory. Tape colors: minors, doak,
ivory, brown, mulberry, apple sum,
radio blue or black. Call UNTTHD Hno
SUPPLY CO 57O-.MO Main Ot «Mkland. Tel. 939
01-105

M-tf

778 MAIN

8Tm

ROCKLAND. MR.
TBL MS-W
•MM

Tuesday-Frida?

RocklandCourier-Gazette. Tuesday, December 28. 1945?
Harbor are visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. George Gray.
Meredith Trefry of New Haven,
Conn., were guests Christmas of hi'j What Manager Colpitts Of
sister, Mrs. Vaughan Johnson at
Salada Tea Co. Tells
the Down Easter.
Percy Boardman of Rockland and
Sales Managers
LeRoy A. Ellis of Warren were
guests last week at "The Millers.” “Again in 194f>—this time for the
The community was shocked 57th consecutive year—newspaper
Thursday by the sudden death ol advertising will be the backbone of !
Mrs. Alma Erickson, widow of our advertisijug program.” an- ■
Charles Erickson, at her home here. ncunced J. 'W. Colpitts .advertising
Obituary deferred.
manager of the Salada Tea Com
Fred Chillcs of Whitinsville, pany, when he addresses the annual
Mass., spent Christmas with his sales convention of that organiza
mother-, Mi’s Margie Chilles and tion held at Hotel Statler In Bos- 1
:tcn Dec. 28. "In view cf our long
stster. Miss Muriel Cliilles.
Tile Husbands apid Wives Club !|nd successful cxp"rience in news
was 'entertained Chri-tmiu... Ere by paper advertising, coupled with the
Mr. and Mrs Vaughan Johnson at fact 'that in 1948 we broke all pre- j
the Down Easter.
Ixjbster lunch vious sales records in the history
was served in a room gaily deco of our company, the decision to
rated for the Yuletide season. Aft cont'nue our extensive end consis- ,
er renewing old friendsliips and tent advertising in newspapers was
singijng Christmas carols, the crowd not a difficult one to make," con
trouped to the home of Mr. and tinued Mr. Colpitts.
"Ever since tlie Salada Tea Com
Mrs. Everett Libby for dessert and
pany was first erganized way back I
a visit from Santa Claus.
the turn ef the century—in
Joseph Dyer launched his new before
1892 to be exact—newspaper adver
boat. Dec. 10 at 6.30 a. m. The tising has been used wrek in and
craft is named "Grampa Frank" week out, month after month,;
for his grandfather. She is 36 feet through good times and had. w'th- j
long. 10 feet wide and has a draft out interruption,'' Mr. CoLpitts goes j
of three feet six inches.
She is on to say.
powered with an Osco conversion
that time, our busies
of a Mercurv V-8 with a 2:1 reduc has'During
grown steadily until today Sa
tion gear Planking is cedar strips lada is the largest selling brand of
and the framing 'is oak. The build tea and tea-bags in North America.
er was Robert Johnson.
1 We attribute our leading position in
Contents of the jars placed in I the tea trade today to our cuns'sstores by American Legion Auxil tent use of newspaper advertising
iary netted $50.49 for the benefit cf j coupled with cur strict adherence tc
the Veterans Facility Hospital in i the high quality ef our product and
Togus.
lour up-to-date and aggressive salts
E. A. Sellers, a life-king resident methods. The fine progress of our
of this town, died Dec. 23 at Ills !company has made over the yens
home here after a long illness. while newspaper advertising has
Obituary deferred.
lieen the tnainstay of our advertis
Union Church Circle meets ing program, is convincing evidence
Thursday in the vestry. Supper jthat our decision to continue our
will be served at 5.30. Housekeep extensive and consistent advertising
ers will be Mrs. F. *V. Mu'lcn. Mrs. I jn newspapers is Correct.’’
E G. Lane and Mrs. Roy Nicker
Left over syrup oi juice from
son.
'canned fruits should be utilized in
A Fall fruit cup Is delicious a fruit drink; it may also be used
when made from grapefruit and for basting ham or luncheon meat.
oranRe segments and seedless
Thompson grapes. Serve in sherbet Hoc
frequently kill and eat
glasses and top with a maraschino snakes even venomous ones like
rattlesnakes.
cherry.

Praises Advertising

VINALHAVEN
MRS. OSCAR LANE
Correspondent
TEL. 85
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Stinson are

visiting Mr. and Mrs. -James Smith
and Mr. and Mrs. Dqnald Ames in
Worcester, Mass.
Dr. and Mlrs. Herbert Sanborn
were holiday guests of Dr. San
born's parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
Sanborn.

Fritz Skoog who was employed in
Burlington, Wis., has returned
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Arey and
son James of Dallas Texas, passed
Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. Ar
thur Arey, James Ross and Miss
Elizabeth Ross.

Roland Skoog. student at the
Maritime Academy. Castine, was
home for the holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Winslowreturned Monday to Worcester.
Mass., after passing Christmas with
Mrs. Winslow's parents, Capt. and
Mrs. A. M. Miller.
Quests at the Down Easter last
week were A. E. Upham. Portland;
John Coan. Hallowell; and Henry
deRochemont, Rockland.
Mrs. Dorothy Wooster and son.
Dennis of Lawrence, Mass , spent
Christmas with her parents, Mr
and Mrs. Leon Swears.
Miss Sarah Bunker, teacher in
Ridgewood N. J. passed the holi
day with her mother, Mrs. Cora
Broker.

Mre. Gertrude Hall and Mrs.
Edith Vlnal spent Christmas in
Rockland with Mk. and Mrs. Ronald
Gillis.

Quests registered last week at
The Islander were: R D. Drinkwaiter, Brewer; S. W. Thompson.
Old Town; E. S. Dearborn. Cam
den; J. M. Rosengrad Brookline.
Mass.; Dapia Smith. Belfast; J. F.
Laundre, George Koshias and D. F
Jones, Boston.
Mr. fend Mrs. C. E. Mills are
visiting their sen in Fort Fairfield.
Mrs. John Holgerson and sons,
Robert and Douglas, of Tenant’s

i

New Air Service To Caribbean
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What Congress Faces'
One Of Them Is the Pros
pect Of Increased
Taxation

ROCKLAND
Council

Film
Members of the Eighty-first Con- !
gress will converge on Washington '
next week 'to lay plans fcr tackling i
cne o? the heaviest and toughest i
legislative schedules ever to con- | Jan. 27, the Rockland Film Oounfront a session of Congress.
cil meets at the Farnsworth Art
It includes more than a dozen , Museum for a regular and preview
major items of domestic legisla- session. All persons interested in
tion. many of them highly contro the Council or the films it can
versial and repeatedly shelved by make available to clubs and orga
previous Congresses and several nizations should put a circle around
| equally major items of legislation that date.
in the international field. ’
One film already booked for that
On the domestic front, Mr. Tru
is a combination of two fea
man will almost certainly call upon dale
tures: America Marching On" (re
Congress, in his State of the Union viewing
America’s amazing march
message and subsequent messages, to higher
standards of living.
to
do
these
things:
A
1. Enact the sweeping program of 6"»,er, ncome for her Vecple, and
social and economic legislation he ™re leL;^e, 10
recommender! rinrimr his firot term I
°f We> and Frontiers of
recommended during his first term
and which was passed over by both the Future” ('The frontiers of the
the Democratic-ccntrolled Seventy, future are in the n.inds of men"!
ninth Congress and the Republican- The narrator for both is Lowell
Thomas.
controlled Eightieth Congress.
If any organizations which have
2. Repeal or amend much of the
domestic legislation enacted by the meetings planned for that part of
Eightieth Oongress over his vetoes January should desire' to use this
film, write the Council, care of
or in spite of his protests.
These two categories cover an P. O. Box 715, and the film will
impressive list of legislative action, 'be booked for you if possible.
including the following Items
One thing that is very important
1. Repeal of the Taft-Hartley in booking all films, but especially
act. probably coupled with passage free films,’' is the matter of early
of some new legislation more fa- requests.
Increasingly there is a
r.-orable to labor to take its place.
realization of the importance of
2. Civil rights legislation.
audio-visual aids which means that
3. Public housin'? and slum clear more people all want the same films
ance.
for the same time, and 'first come,
4. Federal aid to education.
first served."
ANADA
has
strengthened
Its
Port
Antonio
in
tropical
Jamaica
(above)
which
is
now
served
by
Trsno
C
i 5. A new farm program provid“People meeting together ‘just to
Canada
Air
Lines'
new
“
North
Star
”
aircraft
(upper
right).
A
sidewalk
economic and social ties with
I ing increased support prices.
talk.' wall probably just talk. For
ihe British West Indies through in rice grinder (upper left) is shown at work on a street in Port-of-Spain,
6. Expansion of social security talking to lead anywhere, it must
auguration of non-stop "North Star” Trinidad, another West Indian island on the new TCA route.
coverage and increases in benefits. Be about something specific. When
aircraft service by Trans-Canada
7. Legislation to deal with high
Air Lines between the Dominion Europe, Newfoundland. Bermuda trips around the world at the equa prices, probably stand-by controls. people have a chance tc express
and the Caribbean now total nearly tor, which would take an aircraft
conflicting views on a specific sub
and the Caribbean.
8. A national health program
ject. thinking clears up and action
The new route adds 3.366 miles 16,000 miles. After 11 years of serv 57 years to complete, flying con
9. Increased pay for Federal of- gets more intelligent. There is
to Trans-Canada Air Lines' inter ice, TCA now operates 20 “North tinuously at 200 miles per hour. : ficials and employes.
more meaning and value to the dis
national services, linking Montreal Star" 40-passenger planes and 25 This mileage was achieved by air
10. (Some form of tax increases. cussion if everybody has the same
and Toronto with Nassau in the DC-3. 21-passenger aircraft. TCA craft in regular scheduled opera,
11.
Changes
in
the
basic
law
to
background on 'the subject under
Bahamas; Kingston. Jamaica and flies 90 domestic flights daily, main tions and does not Include training
unification of the armed discussion. Tlie film provides just
Port-of-Spain in Trinidad. The tains two round trips in summes and test flights. A recent compila further
services.
tills tj-pe of common background.
"North Stars" will furnish twice and one in the winter daily across tion showed that one of ten TCA
12. Liberalization ol the displaced After everybody has seen the film
Atlantic and three trips weekly aircraft, which were in the sky at
weekly service from Canada and tlie
persons law.
to Bermuda in addition to the new the time, passed the mark at 7:50
each person 'in the audience knows
Toronto to Nassau and Jamaica, twice weekly service to the Carib AM on November 20, but demon
13. Governmental reorganization what the other is talking about.'
and once weekly service to Trini bean.
along the lines proposed by the
statisticians were unable to figure
The above paragraph is port of
dad.
Hoover Commission.
The hundred million mile mark out which particular aircraft had
introduction to each of three
The waiting list of legislation in “the
TCA scheduled routes across recently achieved by Trans-Canada the honor of flying the lOO.OOO.OOutb
film Forum. Leader's Guide" dis
the foreign field is net so stagger tributed
Canada, to the United States. Air Lines aircraft is equal to 4,000 mile.
the Film Council of
ing in size but is equally packed America by
The.se "guides arc “Sex—
with controversy. It includes:
Face
It,''
Meet
Your Neighbors."
ture. University of Maine; Rev.
1. Funds to continue the Eco
GLEN COVE
Milton M, McGorrill. of Orono; and nomic Co-operation Administra and “Problems of an Atomic Age.”
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Black had j
Edward W. Aiton. of the United tion, Including a deficiency appro In each case two films are listed
as holiday guests Mr. and Mrs. I
States Department cf Agriculture, priation of more than $1 .COO.OOO - and sources indicated, with helps
Lester Black and daughter Sandra i
Washington, D. C.
09? for the last three months cf the for leaders so that the film and the
of Friendship and Mr. and Mrs.
The Federal Government has current fiscal year as well as some discussion may both achieve their
Lewis Black of Rockland.
purchased mere then 16.COO carlcts $4.0CO.OfO.OOO fcr the second year of purpose.
Mr. agid Mrs. Rex Anderson and ,
If its biagrapy you are interested
of Maine potatoes this season un tlie European Recovery Program
daughters Diana and Saljie spent !
der the provisions of the price-sup2. Extension and amendment of in. available from Orono ts "Life
Christmas with Mrs. Anderson’s I
! port law.
the Reciprocal Trade Agreements of Thomas Edison.” 11 minutes,
mother, Mrs. Lctte Pryor di' Louds- i Spraving Orchards: Scientists at
sound.
“historically
authenic.”
Dr. John Homer Huddilston pro Act.
ville.
; tiie Maine Agricultural Experiment fessor emeritus of ancient civiliza
3. Approval of the International showing highlights in nis life. Edi
son himself appears In the film in
Mr. and Mrs Charles ’ B Hare Station have developed two new tion. at the University of Maine, Trade Organization charter.
spray booms for spraying apple or- will teach at Baldwin-Wallace
4 The Atlantic pact—when and many scenes The cost Is 60 cents,
"“jciiards. Tcsu lave shown that College, Berea. Ohio, during tlie if it is drafted. This will call for plus postage Irom and to Orono.
(■these booms will avc roughly a next college semester. Every stu both ratification of the pact and
The Film Council wishes you and
third cf the material, half the dent at the University of Maine provision of funds, perhaps totaling vour organizat; ns a bright, inter
time, pud three-quarters the labor from 1899 to 1945 will remember several billion dollars
esting. and fruitful ’949 as you plan
' o’ or other spray bcoms in common Dr. Huddilston as one of the out
Congress will also face the over and execute your programs. Any
use.
standing men at the University.
riding problems cf trying to balance thing the Council can bo to help
Big event of the year in 4-H club
the budget—on which Mr Truman will be done willingly.
Malayan
Federation
Work is tl>e State contest being held
re-ortedly will insist—while at the
The Federation of Malaya, now same time supplying the va t new
a .the University ol Maine Tues
NORTH HAVEN
day, Wednesday and Thursday of . virtually Independent of Great Brit- funds required for a domestic and
Following a brief service Sunday
this week. Ten outstanding 4-H i ain. is a country whose wealth is foreign program of such scope.
the Baptist Youtli Fellow
ixys and girls from this and each Jeep-set In tin and rubber Before
The only solution in sight is in night presented
D.crens' Christmas
i#f the other counties in Maine are the war. British Malaya produced creased taxes. No responsible ad ship
I n art'eaidafiec Speskfrs nt the nearly half the world’s rubber, ministration official has even sug Carol Floyd Mullikin taking the
igcntest included Arthur A Hauck o.ined almost two-fifths ol Its tin, gested the possibility, of repealing part cf Mr. Scrooge and Douglas
president. University cf Maine; Arthe individual income tax reduc Stone Pf Tiny Tim. Others taking
|thur L.. Deering Dean cf Agricul- and was wealthier than the rest of tions voted by the Eightieth Con part were Rosanne Burgess, Elaine
WE USE
the British colonies put together gress. Thus any increased tax bur Gillis. Harriet Stone. Louise Morri
Today, rubber production in the den will presumably fall upon son. Ada Babbidge. Rose Marie
had
Christmas
dinner
wilh
their
Baird, Dajniel Pendleton, Jean
GENiJINE FACTORY
southeast Asia peninsula Is break business.
sen, Charles E. Hare. Jr.
Wooster Bodine MacDonald. Co
ing prewar records, but tin ship
PARTS
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wincapaw merits are down The new Malayan
rinne. Freda and Priscilla Mills.
Cattle Grubs May Attack
passed the holiday with Mr. and
William Hurd is passing the holi
federation, launched as a going con
Mrs. William Brewster.
Horses, Veterinarian Finds days with his parents, in Oakland.
cem
by
the
British
governor
at
Mrs. Edith Overlook of Rockport
Mrs Edith 'Bloom of Portland is
The heel Oj or grub usuall; Is
visited Saturday with Miss Emily Kuala Lumpur, Includes all British
Malay peninsula possessions and considered only is • parasite of passing the week-end with her sis
Hall.
cattle but new veterinary reports ter, Mrs. Eleanor Thornton.
Mr. and Mrs. Elinor Puikham. adjacent islands except Singapore
Miss Clara Waterman of Marble
show that this trouble-maker also
which will remain a crown colony
Jr
.
moved
la.
I
Tueday
Io
their
head. Mass., is guest of heT par
DeSOTO. PLYMOUTH
The bulk of the federation is in may infest horses
new home here
Heel dies unable to fine a cow ents. Mr and Mrs. Clarence Water
^5-31 RANKIN ST.,
A group-of young people, accom I nine variously developed native eul
sometimes
wil) deposit their eggs on man.
—
the
small
protectorates
tanates
panied
by
Mrs.
Marion
Waldron
At a meeting of the local chap
ROCKLAND '
a
horse
These
eggs, usually laid ter of the Red Cross. Wednesday,
that
sang
Christmas
carols
about
the
fell
one
by
one
as
the
Japs
9*f-T-M
neighborhood. They were gracious- swept through the lungles to Singa
in the hairs Jusi above the hoof these officers were chosen: Presi
® ly received and given refreshments. oore In 1942
hatch Into larvae within a few days dent. Maud Simpson; vice presi
bore into the skin and months liter dent, Susie Wooster: secretary, Ida
they emerge ts grubs by way of the Dyer; and treasurer, Lottie Ames.
horse's back )ust as they do in cat
A gift of shingles for the roof of
tle Horses so affected cannot ba the Pulpit Harbcr Church were put
ridden, as pressure from the saddle on in record time by a group of 20
r
crushes the grubs and causes «* volunteers recently. Dinner was
served to the workers at the Grange
vers Inflammstion.
"Parasitism of horses by catUe Hall. The names of all who helped
grubs la not common and probably cn the shingling and dinner will
placed on the permanent re
is accidental.'' states a bulletin is be
cords of tlie church.
sued by veterinary authorities "but
The Baptist Youth Fellowslilp
it Is nevertheless a threat that enjoyed a social at the K. of P
should be recognized by horse own Hall recently. About 25 'were pres
ere."
ent. The Junior Group held their
Grubs found emerging from the Christmas party at the church
skin should be removed, preferably Monday afternoon.
Albert Gillis of West Buxton ar
by using a suction cup Grubs slso
ALL REPAIRS DONE RIGHT HERE
may be removed by gentle pressure, rived Saturday for a visit with his
but cere must be taken not to crush mother, Mrs. Mellie Gillis.
them
Elimination of grubs in cattle by
spraying them with rotenone prep
—
Here at the General Seafoods yards in Rockland, you’ll
arations also serves to prevent the
spread
of
these
parasites
to
horses
find the kind of complete service you need to save you
Before liver is toiled, it should
time and money.
be brushed with butter, margarine
or bacon fat Cook it only long
All repairs are made right here in our yards. Your
enough for it to change color; if
problems are familiar to us—and wc have the knowledge
overcooked it will be tough.
and equipment to solve them.

FARM
NEWS

plays
V

jicfliiVout**1*

$69.95
A radio-phonograph hy PHILCO, the leader, that’s excitingly different! Its modern lines combine rich, black plastic

with full-grained mahogany! It’s a symphony of design ...
an achievement in styling that sets a new high. And it
features Philco’s wonderful new way to play a record ...

automatically! Just slide a record into the slot and it plays!
... starts and stops automatically! No tone arm to touch . ..
nothing else for you to do! Rich, life-like tone on both
radio and records. Philco engineers have achieved a real
triumph in their development of this amazing radio-phono
graph. Years ahead... you’ll want a Philco-Fourtecn-OOne no matter how many radios you own!

PHILCO "2OO”

Complete Facilities for

Handling Your Vessel

OSj

sav!ngsbonds

Come in and sec us now—whether you want your

A little gem of a Philco ... small,
compact and efficient! Real Philco
performance ... beautiful tone. Rich
plastic cabinet.

present vessel repaired or a new one built.

Complete machine and steel-plate shops; mill,
carpenter, and joiner shops; switchboards fabri
cated and installed; motors rewound; radio tele
phones, direction finders, and depth-recording
machines installed.

$19.95

Meredith Furniture Company
(Next to the First National)

,313 Main Street

MILLER’S
GARAGE

Tel. 1425

Rockland, Maine

General Seafoods Division

•

General Foods Corporation

ROCKLAND, MAINE

A BROWN BREAD /N TNE
TRUE NEW ENGLAND
<<<■

Richly flavored,
delicious! Fat,
juicy raisins scat
tered liberally
throughout! Get
several cans to
night!

Tuesday-Friday
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Grandma Twaddel is Very, Very Happy

THOMASTON
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3
Miss Jessie Stewart lias been
judged a winner in the local IGA
•"Mystic Six” contest, winning $25
in trade at Woodcock s Market
This contest was judged at the Chi
cago office and she now has a
chance to compete in the National
contest of IGA winners.
Mrs Douglas Mills, who was a
surgical patient at Knox Hospital,
has returned home.
W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at 7
o'clock at the home of Miss Jessie
Stewart.
George Newcombe and daughters,
Helen and Elizabeth have returned
to Brookline. Mass., after spending
the holiday with Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Walsh.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights en.
tertained Christmas Day at a fam
ily party for Mr. and Mrs. W. G.
Maloney cf Cushing. Mr. and Mrs.
Weston Young and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Knights.
Irville Luce S2c, who passed a
nine-day leave with his mother. Mrs.
Elizabeth Luce, returned Sunday to
Newport. R. I.
Misses Bl.nche. Elizabeth and
Janet Henry and Arthur Henry are
at the home of their mother, Mrs.
Arthur Henry, for the holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Buzynski and
sons Neil and John, and Francis
Tillson were holiday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Marshall Richardson in
Gorham.
Mr. and Mrs. George Sullivan of
Orono passed the week-end with
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sullvian.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Blood have
returned to Paterson, N. J., after
spending the holiday with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Richards.
Their son, Darryl accompanied
them home.
Mrs. James Creighton and Mrs.
Grace Andrews and grandsqn Eve.
rett Creighton passed the holiday
with Mrs. William Robinson in
Warren
Miss Katherine Jameson. Mrs.
Helen Cushman of Friendship, and
Miss Mildred Stetson were holiday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Starrett.
With the advent of severe
weather, the services of the Bap
tist Church are beifng held in the
vestry Sunday morning. The mu
sic incuuded "Gesu Brnbino” (Yon),
Warren Whitney, soloist, with Mis
ses Joan and Audrey Young and
Dianne Sawyer in “Adeste Fidelis.”
The choir sang “Cantique de Neel”

(Adami. Alfred M. Strout. timer
soloist.
Mr. end Mrs. 'Carrell Libby of
Ell’worth were htliday week-end
guests of Miss Anna Donohue and
relatives in Rockland.

Camren
MISS HWLHN M RICH
Correspondent
Tel 2214

The Masonic Assembly, to be held
Thursday, will be a Poverty Ball. ’
Committee me.i ben are M- and
Mrs. Oscar Grinnell. Mr and Mrs.
Roy Barker, and Mr. and M.
per Chapin. Those not solicited are
asked tc furnish sandwiches.
Mr. and Mrs Ora Brawp spent
Christmas with their daughter,
Mrs. Elio; May in Wellesley. Mass.
Miss Nancy Hobbs lias returned
to her duties in the firm of Hinck
ley and Wood, Boston after spend
ing Christmas with her mother.
Mrs. Crcsby Hobbs. Katherine
Hobbs, a student at Fisher Business
College, is home for the holidays,
also.
Milton Christie left Monday for
a week’s visit with his aunt. Mrs.
George Miller, in Supapee. N. H.,
where he hopes to enjoy sluing.
Miss Martha Knight of Boston
spent. Christmas with her sister.
Mrs. Philip Leonard.
Mathew Willey spent Christmas
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. P.
G. Willey.
Mrs. T. J. French. Miss Bertlia
Clason and Miss Jessie Hosmer
passed the holiday with Miss Julia
Clason in Gardiner.
The weekly Grange whist party
was held Thursday. Wijnners were:
Mrs. Katherine Heald. Miss Teresa
Arau, and Mrs. Lillian Lincoln.
Miss Margaret Thomas of Bos
ton spent Christmas at home.
Mrs. Harcld Clarke of Bcston is
guest of Mrs. Percy Good for the
holidays.
Mrs Eunice Gale McCobb spent
Christmas week-end in Bangor
visiiting her sister.
Mrs. Florence Tinker is visiting
friepds in Brookline. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Charies Ryder
i of Brooks spent Christmas with
j their daughter, Mrs. Orman Gocd; win.
Miss Helen Quigley of Boston is
• visiting her sister and brother. Miss
i Annie Quigley and Frank Quigley
during Christmas recess from her
TUES. AND WED., DEC. 28-29 teaching position.
Mrs. Julia Roper of Portland was
Anthony Quinn, Elyse Knox
holidav guest of her son. Gil Rover.
“BLACK GOLD”
Stanley Wheeler, son of Mrs.
(In Color)
Myrtle Wheeler, is home kin a 10davs’ leave from the Great Lakes
THURS. AND FRL, DEC. 30-31
Naval Station. Illinois.
Pat O'Brien
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Tounge of
Portland and Mr. and Mrs. N
“THE FIGHTING
Gardiner Robinson of North Reaing. Mass., spent Christmas with
FATHER DUNNE”
Dr and Mrs. Harry Tounge Jr. *
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. St. Pierre of

CAMDEN THEATRE

—Photo by Cullen

Mrs. isaDel Twaddel, second from right seated, with her family on C hristmas eve and the eve of her
90th birthday. Left to right seated, Mrs. Charles H. K?cne, Somerville Mass.; Ellon V. Twaddel, Portland;
Mrs. Twaddel, and Mrs. Freeman Young, Rockland. Back row, Mrs. Earle Ilarhach, Bangor; Vaughn Twaddel; Earle Harhaeh; Mrs. Elton V. Twaddel; Freeman F. Young, Mrs. Harry Minor, Indian River City, Fla.

Mrs. Isabel Twaddel observed her
93th birthday. Monday, in fact, ob
served the e\ent over the entire
holiday week-end as her children
and grandchildren gathered at. the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman S.
Young, where she makes her home.
She lias five childrefn, Mrs. Free
man S. Young, Rockland; Mrs.
Harry Minor, Indian River City,
Fla. Elton V. Twhddel, Portland;

ROCKPORT
E A. OHAMPNEY
Correspondent

ZS ZN ZS xs

Tel. 2229

Never has

Mrs. Hattie Keene, Somerville,
Mass., and Mrs. Anne Harbach,
Bangor, all of whom were with
their mother over the holiday ajnd
her birthday.
Mrs. Twaddel was born in Sebago
to David and Martha (Shawl Lib
by. Following her marriage in 1877.
she moved to Olamon and later to
Hampden, 1 becoming a resident of
Rockland in 1919. Mr. Twaddel died
in 1925 and since that time she has
made her home with tire Youngs.

traveling frequently to visit her
ether children
She occupies her time with knit
ting mittens, 16 pairs of which
have been distributed to needy
children this year, plus hooked and
braided rugs and afghans.
Alert
and stylishly dressed in clothes of
her own design and mak.jng, she
belies her advanced years and is now
preparing to make visits to the
hemes of other children during the
Winter.

meet Wednesday with Mlrs. Clara
Lane.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll T. Berry
were week-end guests of Mr. Berry’s
mother in Portland.
Mrs. Nellie R. Ballard returned
Sunday to Portland after spending
the holiday with Mr. and Mrs. E.
M. Graffam.
The Wesleyan Guild will meet

Jan. 11 with the Camden Guild. Z
covered dish supper will be served.
Mrs. Orra Burns will entertaip
the G. W. Club this afternoon.
Miss Marion Weidman was a
holiday guest of the William Talbot
family in (Rockland.
Frank Stetson and sister Mrs.
Georgia Walker spent Christmas
Day with relatives in Weymouth,
Mass. Mr. Stetson is on his way
to his home in Mcntapa.
The Johnsen Society will be en
tertained Wednesday by Miss Ma
rion Weidman.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Ingraham
Sr., and Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
Ingraham, Jr., were guests Christ
mas Day of Mr. and Mrs. Harold

The Baptist Ladies Circle win
Wilmington, Mass., were guests of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Johnson over the holiday week-end.
They were supper guests on the
holiday of Mr. and Mrs. Merton
Johnson.

LAST TIMES TODAY
T Paramount a*

r

preaenta

Tl»»

_■.

fdefea

fw* HOPE *<* RUSSELL
TODAY-WED.-THURS.
Double Feature:

WEDNESDAY—THURSDAY
UNIVERSAL INTERNATiaNAl. ,rants
ROBERT
AVA
DICK

WALKER • GARDNER • HAYMES

One Touch
of Venus

ttcoSeW

MICE EWf
M jOESON

VO*9

"What!—o

square

—
Q

WILLIAM FRAWLEY

A 20* CENTUBY.FOX ENCOCE TWUMPMI
AiSO

bought so much listening pleasure!
Warner

<y. Witkey

Wallace

lUTfr-H01EI ■

STftAH
TELEPHONE 892

^Oth CenTory-Fox Encore Triumph!

Shows at: 2.00—6.15—7.40
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY*

Why I never heard of such
\ a wonderful convenience!’'

1

I
j
,

|

t

I

"Why yes, when I keep a coal Are
for kitchen comfort, the oven It
heated in the usual manner.

"If the Are Is not hot enough for
baking, I turn on tho electric oven
unit to raise the oven temperaI
ture. The automatic temperature —r
control Is then in full charge,
^4
never have a baking failure.”

Yes,

MONARCH’S “DUO-OVEN” operates efficiently
with coal or wood . . . with electricity ... or with BOTH.
The automatic oven control regulates the amount of elec
tricity needed to maintain desired baking temperatures.
Cooking top is also half electric, half coal-wood. Entire
range requires only 46" of wall space. An exclusive model
built only by MONARCH. Stop in and see it.

MAIN 51. HARDWARE CO I
P AI N T- • STOVES. ^HOUSEWARES

'

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
FRIDAY. DEC. 31
JOE AVERY and his orchestra
Dancing 9.00 P. M. to 1.00 A. M.
Benefit Lions Club

104-105

'tWg ON today's

NOTICE!
TOWN OF SOUTH THOMASTON

COLD
AND MOISTURE TO
PRESERVE EACH
DIFFERENT KINO
OF FOOD J<

397 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 708

gibson's double a

FEATURE AND COLD MOOD(.ATION ARE KIND TO AAY
FOOD BUDGET! FOOD
TASTES WONDERFUL TOO/

The Town Books for the year 1948 Will
Close January 1, 1949

STRETCHES
FOOD DOLLARS

Selectmen.
REPUBLIC PICTUR

104-105

See those two compartments at the top
of this handsome Gibson? They're the
Gibson DOUBLE FEATURE: (1) the big
Freez'r locker for frozen foods. Saves
shopping trips. (2) the big Fresh'ner
Locker to keep food moist-fresh and
flavory for days. No waste!
COLD MODULATION. Good

for Appetite, Health and
Budget!

With Gibson Cold Modulation each
kind of food gets its proper blend of
cold and moisture, to prevent loss of
flavor, vitamins AND WEIGHT in the
foods you buy ... a doily boost for
appetites apd good health, a daily
economy.

.

EASY TO OWNI We will be proud
to show you the splendid Gibson,
liberal terms. You can start enjoying
Gibson benefits right awayl

KAISER FRAZER
Sales and Service

MAINE MUSIC CO.

81-tf

costly food /
yes/

/MAG/NEf

DEALER FOR

DEALER

ROBERT E. LAITE

TELEPHONE 8225

with COLD MODULATION

DIFFERENT

ROUTE ONE, WARREN

EXCLUSIVE

oeuven

9 MOUNTAIN ST., CAMDEN
DOROTHY S. LAITE

DREWETT’S GARAGE
OutlMo—livable modern in dark or blonda mahogany. Iniida — long-rangi
AM-FM radio with B-watti output alluring rich, full-ion. at any volume,
quiet automatic record changer, plug-in attachment ter long-playing records,
12* ipeaker, double record .forage epaca, tilt-front contrail. Every luxury
lor about $50 Ian than you expect la pay for top quality.

441 MAIN ST
ROCKLAND ‘

GILBERT C. LA1TE FUNERAL HOME

Announcing

IODUCT OF BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION

rei
2«?

W. H. BRAGG.
J. F. CURRIER.
A. E. ANDERSON.

fc sty

on a Cool-Wood oven?

1

REFRIGERATOR

New Years Eve Ball

BtERt

SLAVE
SHIP
A

Mitchell, Rocklajnd.
Mrs. Effie Veazie is visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Wesley Ryder in Brocktqn, Mass.
Thimble Club met Wendesday
with Mrs. Elizabeth Lowell for a
Christmas party.
Dinner was
served with Christmas favors and
decorations.
Gifts were drawn
from the tree and the hostess pre
sented to each a sjiecial gift. A
program was presented by the presi.
den:, Mrs. Evelyn Crockett. Christ
mas poms were read by Mrs. Elmer
Keller Mrs. Elizabeth Lowell, Mrs.
Gladys Wilson, Mrs. Myra Giles and
Mrs. Evelyn Crockett; a piano solo
played by Charles Crockett; and a
letter and poem read from an ab
sent member, Miss Katherine Ham
ilton of Brunswick. The remainder
of the afternoon was spent filling
baskets.

I
|
i
I
|

Double Feature

NEW YEARS EVE
MIDNIGHT SHOW
FRIDAY, 11.30 P. M.
TICKETS NOW ON SALE

Edwin Libby Relief Corps, meet'll? Thtr day night, proved to be
an interesting scs'icn, a gift tree
being the greatest .’. traction. Mrs.
Mildred Williams and Mrs. Ruby
Makinen acting as Santa, deliver
ing gifts and cards for all present,
i The meeting was opened in form
with six glorious flags and three
banners moving in unison, and
making a striking tableau for the
chaplain s exercises. Flag Salute and
Americans' Creed.
Mrs. Eliza Plummer, president,
thanked all her committees and in
her welcoming, voiced her appreciation of their cooperation during her
administration.
Mrs. Velma Marsh, secretary.
read an efficient report of all ac
tivities of the previous meeting.
Mrs. Mabel Richardson, rehabili
tation chairman, reported sending
her fourth large package to Togus
Veteran: a worthy cause that helps
us to prove a part of our creed:
To help :he veteran,, his wife and
orphans "
Mss. Norma Morey furnished s
lively march for the mystery hunt,
Mrs. Mabel Thorndike winning a
box of homemade candies and Mrs.
Myra Watts taking home the loveI ly Christmas candles.
Mrs. Plummer reported sending
from the Corps, gifts to Mrs. Irene
Winslow. Mrs. Fannie Bickmore,
Mrs. Minnie Pet tee, Mrs. Nellie
Higgins and Mrs. Ida Parks, flowers
sent by Mrs. Rose Sawyer to Mrs.
Blanche Shadie and Mrs. Mildred
Conden. while cards were mailed
to many others, hoping to bring
each a bit of cheer during the holi
day season.
Mrs. Lillie Elwell was appointed
| refreshment chairman and Mrs.
Mari ha Sleeper will arrange the
1 program in co-operation with Mrs.
Lizzie French, patriotic instructor,
for the annual installation services
to be held Jan. 13, when Mrs.
Velma Marsh, past president, will
install
assisted by co-workers,
with Mrs. Lena Rollins acting con
ductor.
Services are semi-public, and a
ijiost pleasant evening is in the
offing for all who attend.
lee cream, cake and cookies are
to be served. Eliza Plummer, P C.

Eibsnn

NEWS—CARTOON

. ROSE Of
Washington

Come in and hear the latest thrill — "Front
Row”performance.Test the amazing range and
the rich, sustained tone at any volume. It’s a
Bendix Radio exclusive—and Bendix Radio is
exclusive with us. That’s why we can bring
you this luxury AM-FM radio-phonograph at
this amazing low price. We deal direct with
the factory, thereby cutting out wholesaling
costs and giving you the savings. Here's the
latest for the least—come in and prove it.

Had ManyFeatures

Relief Corps Meeting Proved
a Most Interesting
Session

Newt end Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS

283 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL 1124

Tuesday-Friday
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DELANO-WINOHENBAUGH
GRINNELL-CHAPMAN
Miss Ava B Winchenbaugh of
Miss Virgin!*. Chapman, daughter
ol Mr and Mrs. Lowell A Chap Friendship and Reginald L. Delano
man. 88 New County read became of Lawry were married Dec 25 at
the bride of Arthur E. Orijnnell. 7.30 p. m. in the Methodist oarson■cn c Mr. ana Mrs Oscar Grin age at Thomaston, Rev H F Leach
nell, Bonnie Brae drive, Camden, performing the single ring cere
c-t.nday, in the Pratt Memcrial mony
Me.bcclst Church, Rev. Alfred G.
The couple were attended by Miss
Hempstead perf, rming the double loan W'nchenbaugh, sister of the
i in ) remeny. Wh tc chry'anth?- bride and Gerald Delano, brother
mum.t and fir we:e used effectively of the bridegroom.
:i ciecoratin the church. Miss
The briri> wore an aqua str.:°
Li zabrth He" pstead played the length dress with brown accessories
t:a tonal wedding marches and and a corsage of white roses and
lsc accompanied Richard Giles sweet peas Her attendant wore a
who ;elng "Through the Years.
The :r'de riven in mirrpg' hy black and gold street length dress
her brother, Pau: Chapman, wore a with corsage of yellow roses
Mrs. Delano is the daughter of
own cf white brocaded satin with
ngertlp ve'l caught with a coro- Mr. and Mrs. Francis D. Winchen
t ' orange Iff ssems. She car- baugh of Friendship. She attended
'• ed a cascade r ouquet of white the Friendship schools and has beep
arnation
Mis'- Beatrice Chap- employed at the Black and Gay
n. sister o' th» bride was raid cann - rles
Mr Delano is the son of Mr. and
’ hervr Ph" W' " a own
pin
taffeta ,"(nd carried a cascade bou Mrs Thomas De'nno of Lawry, He
ai nd-d »h° Frbndsbio schools TI'
nd cl pin-- camr.tirn...
Robert Bridges ser d as best served 27 months in the Navy in th'
n and th<- ushers w i Chauncey South Pacif'c rreo He is employ 'd
Gr'nnel! an-i Elmer I ,nard.
as a lobster fi-b-ripen
A reception was held at t he
The couple v 11 reside in lawry
hc-ne
cf
Mr
ant'
Mrs
O°car
Grin

Captani and Mrs. David L. Haskell o! Ingraham Hili, Owl's Head
nell
n
Camden
The
hot'~e
was
atMr. end Vis Henr” G Sleep*,
who observed their 57th wedding anniversary on Christmas Day. Retired
since 1935. Captain Haskel! went ’o sea in sail, steam and diesel driven tracttvely decorated in Christmas of Whiting, Ind., c .served their
craft for a period loner than many men's lifetimes, first shipping out zreqns. Serving were Mrs. H"len -th wedd n -’nn ve’- ry at the
when he was 13 years of age. He served several years as an officer of T’arvev and Mrs. Harvey Dean ef home of Mr. and Mr- Arthur Bromthe Revenue Cutter Service which preceded the present day Coast Guard ( 'nrolnvl'le. Mrs Ocar Grinnell ley, Christmas night. The couple
and was commissioned in he Navy during World War 1 on anti-sub finished cutting the wedriine cake returned to Rockland to be at the
marine patrol Cap and Mr. Haskell, together with their pet, Dick, are after the bride and bridegroom cut scene of their marriage cji the anMiss Margaret niversarv. Mr. and Mrs. Bromley.
shown before their Christmas tree, anniversary cake and photographs of thc first piece
their grandchildren. The couple have one son. Irvin Haskell of Rock Chapman was in charge of the | the former Florence Arey, were th:
couple's attendants at the wedding
land and two grandchildren. Miss Mary Haskell of Togus and Mrs. Vir guest book.
The ccuplp will leave Jan. 2 by a quarter century ago. being then
ginia Thomas of Rockland.
motor fcr Washington D C. where engaged themselves. Attending the
Mr. Grinnell will enter the Lewis affair honoring the Indiana couple
Mrs. Marion McLoon of Boston
Mrs. Merit Mills of North Havejn Hotel Training School. Mrs. Grin- were Mr. Sleeper's mother Mrs.
was the week-end and holiday i guest o. her daughter Mrs. ncll has chosen fcr traveling a Fva G. Sleeper Mr. and Mrs. Frank
gue-t tl her parent . Mr. and Mts. George Gherardi having llown over ’reen taffeta dress and gray coat. Holbrook. Mr. and Mrs. Georgt
A. C. McLoon, Grove street.
Mrs. Grinnell graduated from Carroll. Mr. and Mrs. Richard
with sen In his plane
Rcckland High 'Pchcol in 1947 and Harringtcn. Stephartie, Pamela and
Holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs has been employed at F W Wool- Richard Harrington, and Mr. and
Mrs. Alden Ulmer, Sr., and Mrs.
Ambrose Melvin of 'Rockland, Mr Harold R. Conncn were Mr. and worth Company.
Mrs. Bromley.
—Photo by Cullen.
Mr. Grinnell graduated from
Mr. and Mrs. William Abel Fifield
Alton Brown and son William of Mrs. W. Ccnncn and daughter Ju
Camden
'High
School
in
1945.
He
Mr and Mrs Harvey R. Pease,
St. George motored to Rochester, dith of Thomaston and Mr. a,nd
Surrounded by children and built up a great circle of friends.
Vt.. last Wednesday to take Mrs Mrs. Wilber C. Conncn and daugh served two years in the U. S. Ar sen Alan, and Miss Zina Davis cf
Six children were born to the
my during World War II and lias Wiscasset. Mr and Mrs. Nathan W. grandchildren with more than 75
Lillian Brown ol St. George wiio ter Jean of North Anson.
attended the Army Band Training Fellows Jr., agid little daughter friends dropping in to help, Mr. and I union John A. of Boston, Wendell
will spend ihe Winter with her
Mr. and Mrs, Clarence Snow of School. He has been employed by Judith Lynn or West Gardiner, and Mrs. William A. Fifield happily ob- H . who di) d a hero's death in World
daughter, Mrs Suu per Elian:
erved their 50th wedding anniver- War IL Lillian iMrs. Earl J. Al
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley H. Walsh. Jr
Revere, Mass , and Mrs. Charles ; the Gcrdon Howe Orchestra.
of Camden, were Christmas Day ary Friday at their Cedar street den) Rockland. Helen, widow of
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Wiggin Snow and daughter Marcia ol
•Joan Gherardi, daughter of Mr. guests at the home of Mrs. Pease's home. Throughout the afternoon Fred B. Dalzell of Quoque, L. I„
and Mrs. John H. Post entertained Cambridge Mass., were holiday
at a family dinner Christmas Day. week-i nd guests of Mrs. Margaret and Mrs George Gherardi. was parents Mr and Mrs. Simon D and evening friends and relatives Foster and Henry of Rockland. Of
hostess Monday afternoon to a Crcsby. Highlands. This made up ‘stopped by" to feli’itate the Fi- the seven grandchildren, six were
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth (Radcliff. Berkeley street.
| greup of friends on her fifth birth a four generation group as little fields.
able :o be present at the festivi
Wiggin a#id children Christine and
The house was tastefully deco ties.
Miss Barbara Young, a studqnt day Those present were. Darleen Judy is Mr. and Mr . Crosby'* great
Kendra, Mr:; Elizabeth Richards
rated
in
the
Christmas
motif
with
nurse at the Eastern Maine General Suomela,
Elaine 'Winchenbach, granddaughter.
Mr. Fifield has followed the sea
and Mrs. Luda Mitchell.
the luncheon table especially hand in one pha e or another all his vig
H( - pit il m Bangor spent Christ Carlene Wooster. Barbara Pease.
some with its sandwiches, cakes and orous life and earned masters’ and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
W
Gay
mas we k-end witli her mother, Karen Seavey. Jimmy Seavev, Er
Mrs Edwin Web mt ant] daughter
nest Harringtcn. Brien McMahan
returned from a Christmas large wedding cake as a centerpiece
ates' licenses. He was for 42 years
Janice accompanied her son Wen Mrs. Myron Young, Dunton avenue and Georg? Gherardi, Jr. Her have
visit with their son Stanley A Gay with yellow roses on either side.
in the employ of the Eastern Steamdell to New Y'rk Sunday. He has
grandmother. Mi's. Merle Miills, was
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
scores of cards honor bip Line- retiring in 1928. He
one on to Baltimore io his ship and Gurd.v street cut. rtained a Rogers alsc a guest and Mrs Charles and Mrs Gay at Wakefield. Mass ingTelegrams,
the day and gifts of flowers and served the Eastern in many trusted
will return shcrtly to New York to mas dinner Mr. and Mis. ChristErnest iSeavey
Master Emilio Santc of Jamaica money were received by Mr. and capaci.ies and was a close friend
ic'n his mother rjid sister fcr the
Mr. and Mrs Leonard
Plain. Mass., arrived Christmas Day Mrs. Fifield. Serving were Mrs. of muni cf the high command of
return trip heme where he will Campbell.
Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Young. Mrs. to be guest for a week of Miss Helen John Fifield, Mrs. Lillian Fifield Al the company, especially of Calvin
Campbell and daughter Judy and
spend a month’s leave.
Lena Young and Mr. and Mrs. Al Fuller. Talbo. avenue.
Miss Ella Collins.
•
den. Mrs. Henry Fifield. Mrs. Helen , Austin.
fred Young and daughter Nancy,
Fifield Dalzell Guest beck was in
He was for many years ''first man"
Miss Flora Richardson and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Andrews of Ten. charge of grandson. John Alden.
on the Rockland wharf and his
Winchester I MrsEstes has returned were guests on Christmas Day of
IMass.,
aura spent
Telman
the Christmas hol^v I
Mr and Mrs Charles L. Collins. ant s Harbor entertained at Christ
William Abel Flfie'd of Stoning phenomenal ability to walk at speed
mas dinner. Mrs. Andrews’ parents ton and Miss Margaret Anne the long distance from his home to
w.th Mrs. Fred Collamore. Camden |
X Mr mid Srs R Mmrion Plearant street.
Mr and Mrs. Judson Crouse ef ! Greenla w of Ocean'.file were mar his work was daily admired. He is
road.
Mrs. Daniel Pauiitz entertained Rockland, and Mr Andrews’ par ried Dec. 24. 1838 by Rev. Carlotte a Mason. Knights of Pythias and a
T.H
E.
Chib
last
n
gilt
at
h°r
home
ents:.
Mr. and Mrs. Grcrge Andrews Garland at South Deer Isle. They recent member of rhe Three Quar
Mr and Mrs. Janes 'Merrill-of
... ...
cn Beech street. High ‘scores at of Tenant s Harbor.
made their home in Stonington for ter Century Club.
Fryeburg spent the Christmas holi- j
-)iIl-1LrM,1L, A mon
auction were won by Mrs. Fred T
a year and a half and then moved
Mrs Fifield is a member of the
day with Mrs Merrill's mother Mrs
1
' '
Veazie and Mrs. Sherman Rokes.
Mrs. Elmer Crockett and John lo Rcckland where they have since 1 : ; ap . t Church and the KalClarence Rcllins, Clarem' nt r ■ t.
with
Mrs.
E.
C
Boody
tlie
low
A
Crockett
were
Christmas
Day
guest
resided,
"married
fifty
years
withloch
Class, which attended the re
—
luncheon was fallowed by of Mr. and Mrs. David Crockett, : out a word and where they have ception in a group.
Mr-, Hattie Davies will entertain I
\iyron yo,jne and daughter delicious
Christmas tree with exchange of Sr., Camden.
EF.A Club Wednesday afternoon j Bpr|,n|.a spent Clir.stma.s EveVi'!i agifts.
at her home o#i South Main : ir ■) i Mr and ' Mrs v K Barnes in
Mrs. Charles Emery, Pacifi street,
OWL’S HEAD
ROCKVILLE
•—
i Grcno
Miss Dorothy C Jackson of entertained the Mite Club yester
Richard Ames is a patient at |
Christmas guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Milanson
Beverlv.
Mass.,
is
spending
her
day
afternoon.
High
scores
.
t
.onVeterans Hospital. Togus.
c-ih rr.he in The Ccn ier-Gazett. Christmas vacation with her aunt.
Tolman were Mr. and Mrs
tract were wen by Mrs. John O. passed Christmas Day with Mrs. Leroy
Ernest C’oekctt, ron Harold and
Mrs. Leslie Milpe. Clark Island
Stevens and Mrs. Sanford Delano. George Brackett in Winterport.
daughter Joyce of Rockport.
Mr.
Mrs. Stevens ^nd Mrs. Delano were
Supt. and Mrs Carroll B. Ronco guests. Mrs. Bay Eaton. £ icuth rived
M in Mrs. D> id Warren. Jr.,
and family of Lubec were holiday Main street, will entertain the Club Mich. to spend the holidays at spent Christmas with Mr. and Mrs.
pU's’s of Mr. and Mrs Percy L on Jan. 10
their Summer residence, "Ledge- David Warren, Sr., in Islesboro.
McPhee, James street
m re. Ash Point. Thpy were acMr and Mr; Ralph Caven and
Mr. land Mr:.. John Mazze. and cnnipi lied by Mr. and Mrs. Ed- daughter of Manchester, Conn, and
The Rubinstein Club meets Jail children David and Ronald. and wjid R-flier and children. Peterl, a 11 a. m. in the Universalist Mr. and Mrs. Albert Kcrpinen and and S isan cf Mcdtield. Mass., who Mr and Mrs. M. E. Anthony spent
Church vestry fcr its annual coffee children Craig, Judith and Brian spent the week-end here. Also Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. V. B.
Mrs. Grace Strout is arranging an of Rockland, and C m and Mrs. presen Christmas Day for a fam Crockett.
Mr. and Mrs. W W. Gregory and
°x client program and Miss Marian Ro- er Standard oi the Che^.ea Na ily gathering were Mr. and Mrs
Walter Oxton of Rockland and Ed
Ginn, as refreshment chairman, val Hcspital. Chelsea Mass., were James Weeks
ward Oxton of Thomaston, were
will be assisted by Mrs. Doris Ames. Christmas Day guests f f Mr. and Rokland.
dinner guests of Mr and Mrs. Jesse
Mrs. Doris Lindquist and Miss Kath Mrs. Omni Kcrpinen St .George.
Keller.
erine Keating.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thurston,
Mr. and Mrs. Nestor Brown
NORTH WARREN
Mr. and Mrs Richard Stoddard, spent the Christies holidays ‘witn
Mr and Mrs Leman Oxton of West
News has been received of the Ro'kport and Mrs. Ida Barrows
A Summer street, entertained at a Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brown and
dea h on Dec. 10 in Guelph, On :nd Miss Lottie Ewell spent Christ
rK family dipner and supper on son, Wayne, in Arlington Mass.
tario
of Harry Mahoney after an mas Day with Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Christmas Day. After dinner a
Mr. and Mis. Percy Blaisdell illness covering a period of three Hunter.
Pi Christmas tree with exchange cf
gifts was enjoyed.
Present were have bought a farm in Mcntville. vears. His wife was the former
Christmas guests of Mr. and Mrs.
•TO Frederick Stoddard Mrs. Fred They will occupy it and rais Bdith Marshall of Cushing and with M H Metcalf. Jr., were Mr. and
Pi Leach. Mr. and Mrs Eugene Stod- lioultry as soon as some new build her Mr. Mahoney has made several Mrs. Ellison Metcalf of Rockland
trip; to her former home.
•jt dard. Mr. and Mrs. George St. ings arc completed.
and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph LeBlanc
TO Clair and Captain and Mrs. John
and daughter Dcnna.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Hartson of
■' A. Stevens of Rockland, and Mr
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jcseph
Godfrey
en

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Keller, Mrs.
rifr and Mrs. Rcbert Lash Jr., of 125 Talbot avenue held open house tertained Chrlsmas eve. Mr. and Noyes Farmer and daughter Joyce
Sunday
night
from
7
to
9
with
33
TO Friendship.
Mrs. Robert Phiibrcok and son were supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
guests attending. The house was Billy,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Phil- Alden Perry Christmas night.
Sheriff and Mr.;. C Earle Budwick lovely in its Christmas attire w
1 "c k. and Mrs. Philbrook’s son,
Donald Moran was home far
TO spent Christmas with their sop red candles burning on the refresh Richard, Mr. and Mrs. Winslow tlieCpl.
holidays from West/it. \ Crosby, in Belfast.
ment table. Mrs. Hartson served Godfrey of Spruce Head Mr. and over Christmas
Airfield, Mass.
,
refreshments and Mi'. Hartson Mrs. La' n B. Godfrey and son,
Mr. and Mrs. William Sallinen of
Clearance sale of Fall Coats and dipped punch.
Charles of South Thcma.stcn, Mr. Pittsfield; Mrs. Anna Libby, and
Dresses, beginning Dec. 29. Alfreds
Mr and Mrs. Dale Lindsey will and Mrs Carl Godfrey of Cam Mi s Barbara Barrage of Camden;
Perry, 7 Limerocic Street.. 104-105
return to Hartford Conn., tomor bridge. Mass. Refreshments were Mr. and Mrs. Wallen sallinen of
Cushing; Mr. and Mrs. Wilpas Sail!,
row, after being guests fcr several served.
nen and son Richard of Rockland,
days of Mr and Mrs AJmon M.
A
small
turkey
with
an
average
were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Young. North Main street, Mrs.
live
.'
eight
of
less
than
10
pounds
Matthew Starr.
Marion Lindsey. Laurel street, and
is
called
the
Beltsville
Bird
and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Lipdsev, Jr..
was
first
developed
in
1940.
subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Main street.

MARRIED FIFTY-SEVEN YEARS

Social Matters
Please phone 1044 or 1593, Mrs. Mil
dred Rirhardson, for parties, weddings,
guests and social erenis of all types
The earlier an Item Is phoned oi
mailed In, the more readily it appears
In print

Alert McCarty of Reading,
Mass., spent the holiday week • n i
with Ms parents, Mr. and Mi Da
vid L. McCarty, Broadway

Mr. r.fij Mrs. Samuel S. Shapirc,
I.imerocx street has as holiday
week-end guests, their daughter
and son-in-law, Mr and Mrs. Mhx
Gopan and children Charlotte and
Marilyn of Bane r and tli n tbr ,-c
sens. Benjamin Malcolm and Mere
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Marsh dith Shapiro of Presque Isle.
»
and Mr. and Mrs. I Wendell Black
man were Sunday guests of Mr and
Mr. and Mr- Farl Gantt of
Mrs. Oscar R. Marsh in Bath.
Bath are guests cf her parents Mr
and Mrs. Archie W Bowley Tra
Rev. and Mrs. Alfred G. Hemp verse street.
stead and daughter Betty had
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Ulmer Sr ,
Christmas dinner with Mr. and
Mrs. David Hempstead and daugh were guests Christmas Day of
Chief and Mrs. Alton Brown at
ter Judith Ann in Augusta.
Wiley's Corner, 'St. George.
Tonian Circle will meet Wednes
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Alden enter
day night with Mrs. Alfred Benner.
tained with a Christmas tree and
Ingraham Hill.
coffee party Christmas moqning at
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Thayer and their home cn Tea street. Oueris
son John Paul of Newton. Mass were Miss Dorothy Gcrdon, Mr.
are guests of Misses Rose. Addie and Mrs. E. Allen oordon, Mr and
ana Alice McNamara Masonic Mrs. Henry Fifield and family of
street. Mrs. Thayer will be remem Rcckland and Isidore Schwartz of
bered as Miss Antonia Mclnnes of Boston.
Rocklapd
----------Miss Norma Ramsdell and friend,
Kenneth Wiggin. who is a mem- Henry Zieke, have returned to
ber of the crew of the "Ocean Brooklyn. N Y., after .-pending the
Spray'’ with
headquarters in holiday with her mother. Mrs
Hampton, Va., spent the holiday- Helena Ramsdell. State strtet.
week-end with his family in this
Mr. and Mrs Maynard Wiggin
city.
and children. William and Rcbert
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart E. Alien and spent Christmas in Castine with
daughter Susan of Milford, Conn, Mrs. Wiggin's parents. Mr. and
and Miss Elizabeth M. Beach of Mrs. William Clark.
Waterville were guests the past
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Alden a,nd
week of Mir. and Mrs David S.
Beach. Mrs. Alien and baby w‘11 family entertained Mrs. Alden’s
parents Mr. and Mrs William A
remain for several weeks.
Fifield of Rockland and sister. Mrs.
Mrs. Marion Lindsey and daugh- Helen
____ _____
Dalzell of Quoque. L. I„ ai
ter, Miss Marion Lindsey. Laurel a supper party Sunday ni lit
street, had as Christmas guests, Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Andralouis of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Bowley
New York City, Mr. and Mrs. Dud went to Houlton Friday to be the
ley Harvey and daughter Deborah holiday week-end guests of Mr. at.!
of Roxbury. Mass., Mr and Mrs. Mrs. Hartley Gakes
Dale Lindsey of Hartford. Conn .
Miss Mario#! Harvey. Westbrook
Miss Edith Nasepi of Hartford
and Mrs. Emma Harvey of Rock Conn., spent the holiday week-end
land.
with her sister, Mrs. Dewey Cail.
West Meadow road.
Miss Ruth Bowley and Miss
Hetiriella Stiles, students at Maine
Mrs. L P. Waller and Miss Bea
General Hospital, spent last week trix Flint were holiday week-end
in this city as guests of their oar- guests of Mrs. Ochea Sidensparker
'ents.
and Mr. and Mis. George Dyer in
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Greer of
Portland and Mr. and Mrs. Sherwin Bardsley and son Jeffrey of
Spencer, Mass., are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Spear, Rankin street.

HOME AND OFFICE

Cleaning Service
I am prepared to clean, paint
and renovate homes, offices or
business establishments, large or
small, at a moderate expense.
Expert, careful, considerate
workmanship. modern equip
ment.
Linoleums and floors
washed and waxed electrically.

LOUIS BOSSE
TEL . 1423,

ROCKLAND
88-T-96tf

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fernald spent
the holiday week-end with Mr and
Mrs. Donald Marriner in Somer
ville, Mass.

Mr and Mrs. Edwin Webber.
Warren street, had as Christmas
Day guests, their son Wendell, cl
t|ie Merchant Marin0, who has Just
returned from a trip to European
ports, their daughter Janice, Mr.
and Mrs. Roland Sherman cf
Boothbay Harbor. Mr and Mrs
Samuel Gamache of Rcckland and
their son Creswell Gamache. a midshipmaji at the Maine Maritime
Academy, Castine.

THE FIFIELD’S FIFTIETH

SENTEJR#CKANE'S

STARTS WED., DEC. 29th
Savings In AH Departments

Many Broken Size or Color Assortments

BflBY’S

Some Soiled or Mussed From Handling

Colds

The best-known
home remedy you can use to relieve
distress of colds (
is to rub throat,

SAVINGS RUN UP
TO 1 -2 PRICE!

WICKS

chest, back with, " vayortua

PRE-INVENTORY SAIE
You Can’t Afford To Miss This Sale.
Prices Lowest Ever.
new flame resistant

ONE GROUP
DRESSES AND COATS
MARKED 25% OFF
IF YOU LIKE MARKDOWNS COME EARLY

M!r. and Mrs. Andrew R. Wey
mouth of 34 Spruce street, an
nounce the engagement of their
daughter. Janet, to Lawrence Pease
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alton Pease
of Appleton. The wedding will take
place In the near future

I paper drapes
!

by genJlont
READY TO HANG

• FWF

A PAIR

Your windows can be glamor
ous—practically for pennies!
Many gay patterns. Popular
background colors. Look, feel,
drape like fabric. Never stiffen
or drip. Sides and hems plastisealed (not stitched) for trim,
straight hanging. Valance, tiebacks. 2; 2 yds. long, 58 in. wide.

yd. $ .29
25*7r LINEN CRASH
yd. .47
BROADCLOTH, .69 VALUE
Ml
.47
PUNJAB PERCALES ......................................
.... yd. 1.00
IRKIDESCENT SHANTUNG
RAYON GABARDINE
... yd. .90
'd. .87
MAGITEX SHANTUNG. Plain and Printed .........
yd. LOO
MULTIFILAMENT CREPE, 42” wide
yd. 1.75
BENGAI.I.NE FAILLE, 46” wide
VELVETEEN, Several Colors
................ >d. 1.90
................ yd. 2.90
100% WOOL GABARDINE, 60" wide
................ yd. 2.50
100% WOOL FLANNEL, 60" wide
yd. 1.95 and up
109% WOOL PLAIDS, 58' wide
................ yd. 2.75
109% WOOL TWEEDS, 60" wide
100', WOOL SNOW SUIT CLOTH
................ yd- 2.19
42” TAFFETAS, Moire Plain and Plaids, for that New
Vears dress
........................................... ................ yd. 1.25
MANY OTHER GREAT BARGAINS TOO NUMEROUS
TO MENTION

THE REMNANT SHOPPE
7011 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.,

OPEN EVENINGS

TF.L. 1198-M

BURDELL’S

Dress Shop
30

Dresses
Reduced
$5-oo

and

$10-00

A Few Evening Gowns in the Assortment
Values to $25.00
16 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Pagg Elgffl

Tuesday-Friday
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WHEN SANTA ALIGHTED

team in thc Scout leagues, coached
by Al McFarland.
The Portland dragger, Vagabond,
was towed to port by the Snohom
Naming Principal Events ish, after a breakdown.
APRIL
2
Which Interested The
Maine Wiliys Sales Co. of Cam
Courier-Gazette
den purchased the Rockland Ga
Readers
rage on Park street.
Justic" Edward F. Merrill dis
missed the appeal of the Paladino
MARCH
heirs in the will case heard in the
2
February term.
Westbrook killed the hopes of
General Manager Fred C. Gat
Rockland ln the State Basketball combe and Jesse E. Bradstreet,
Tournament by a 60-22 score.
comptroller retired from General
Stonington Furniture Co. opened Seafoods Shipyard.
its door In new quarters in the
Knox County Teachers' Associa
Farnsworth Block.
tion held its Spring sessions in
Charles H. Morey, 24 years in the Rockland
city service as treasurer, and re
6
tired only a short time before, died.
The Blueberrv Growers' Associa
The North Haven 2d ripped a hole tion at West Rockport moved to
in her hull bucking ice floes in the ward a consolidation with other
Thorofare. She was brought to groups in the State.
Rockland for repairs, lashed to the
The New Wolton's opened after a
side of the cutter. Snohomish. No complete remodeling job covering a
injuries to passengers and no loss of period of several weeks.
freight.
The Jaycees proposed a Lobster
Raymond H. Angel was black Festival to be held in mid-Summer.
jacked at Perry's Park Street Mar
The Eastern Division Rifle Club
Edward Rowe Snow of Boston aerial Santa Claus to the lightkeepers
ket as he investigated an open door was reorganized due to the activities of the New England coast, holds John Lamb while Madeline Post grasps
ln the early morning hours. The of Otis Albee.
her present of a doll shortly after Snow landed at Ash Point last week.
burglar escaped after rifling the
Howard Anderson, 28. formerly of Landing at the airfield, Santa was met by a number of youngsters and
cash registers and taking some Thomaston, and two children, David adults and had presents ready for all in addition to the hundreds he had
merchandise.
and Bobby, were burned to death 1 dropped to isolated stations and lights through the week’s flying. John
Town Meeting month was well in an apartment house fire in Whit is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lamb while Madeline is the daughter
under way with Warren. North insville, Mass.
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Post, all of Rockland. The youngsters were boost
Haven. Deer Isle and Stonington
The brooder house on the Harry ed up on the wing of the Cessna twin engine plane to greet Santa as he
holding theirs on the flrst Monday S. Waterman farm at South Thom clambered out of the craft taking the place of the traditional reindeer.
of the month.
aston was destroyed by fire together
with 2350 chicks from four to six
old. Loss was estimated at
Grace Street School second story weeks
sagged and the kids had a holiday. $10,000.
Harold W. Look was named an
The condition of the building led
Praise Accorded National Senator Haskell Would Elim
elector of the Progressive Partv.
to closing later.
9
Phil Grover of Camden took the
Guard By Chief Of the
inate Names Of Presi
Rockland Boat Shop launched the
State Candlepin Bowling Cham
Bureau
sport
fisherman.
Bingo
3
for
Knutc
dential Electors
pionship from Del Webber of Kit Lovgren of Brielle. N. J.
tery.
Official
recognition
of
notable
Names of Maine s five electors of
Rockland High School Seniors '
Captain Paul Barton. Armq Air
Juniors departed for a week's progress in post-war reorganization each political party having candi
Forces, met death in a plane crash and
trip to Washington, D. ,C.
and training of the Maine National dates for President and Vice Presi
in Oklahoma
The Uons Club went cjn record as Guard has been given by the Chief dent would be eliminated from tlie
First plans announced for re favoring
the Broadway plan for
modeling of the Spring Street Arm building of thc Federal aid suburb of the National Guard Bureau, Ma State's ballot in national elections
under a bill State Senator Robert
ory into a modern fire station.
jor General Kenneth F. Cramer. N.
an highway .
Haskell of Bangor said last
9
Sergeant Francis Haraden, AAF. Gov. Hildreth announced today. night he would sponsor.
Lincoln Academy of Newcastle crashed to his death at Morse’s With 95.5 percent ot all Maine
The ballot still would carry the
defeated Thomaston for the basket Corner before the eyes of his fam units Federally recognized, this names of the presidential and vice
ball championship of the Knox- ily. gathered to watch him as he State ranks far above the national presidential candidates of each po
Lincoln League in a playoff game circled the house and dropped a average of 76.4 percent. Credit for litical patty, as It does glow, and
package for his infant son. He was the growth and efficiency of Maine’s the only change would be the ab
held at Community Building.
Raymond E. Thurston of Union flying an AT 60 trainer from Dow military establishment was given by sence of tlie electors’ names. The
the National Guard commander to change would make it appear to
completed a 1500 mile trip in a box Field.
13
Brig. General George M. Carter.
the people that, they were voting
car to deliver a blooded horse to new
Charles A Pease, former Postal
General Cramer who while ex directly for President and Vice
owners in Kentucky.
Telegraph manager in Rockland, ecutive head of the National Guard President instead of through the
12
died in Cambridge, Mass.
of thc United States is also Divis electors.
J. F. Gregory Sons Co. held open
Sixty candidates were out for the ional Commander cf the 43d In
"A vote for the candidates of
house in their expanded quarters Rockland High School diamond fantry Division of Connecticut, gave any political party for both Presi
which now include space formerly squad.
high praise to Maine’s military dent and Vice President,” Haskell's
occupied by the Corner Drug Store
The Spruce Head lobstermen won establishment and its growth. He bill read, “shall be conclusively
Elmer C. Davis occupied the first the Star Alley Bowling League recently visited this State and in deemed to be a vote for candidates
of the new offices in the Farns championship.
spected the Headquarters establish, of the same party for Presidential
electors .and shall be so counted
worth business block.
Workers returned to the John ment and Air Squadrons.
Walter H. Piston of Rockland Meehan quarries at Clark Island
“The Maine National Guard has and recorded for such electors as
was appointed to a Harvard pro after wage discussions and an made notable progress in the or the State shall be empowered to
fessorship in music.
agreement in which a five percent ganization and recruitment of its elect.'
Haskell said his move to elimi
Dr. Alvin W. Foss, widely known increase was granted and a contract units,” Gov. Hildreth quoted from
Rockland physician, died at his negotiated which runs to Jan. 11, General Cramer’s official commen nate the names of the electors from
dation. “Maine got off to an early the ballot “is simply to simplify
home suddenly.
1950.
start, federally recognizing 14 units the setup of the ballot and try to
Robert G. Doak. 21, and Allen C
IS
Kuhn. 17. were held by Rockland
Camden High School Seniors left in 1946. Twenty-five more units avoid the great amount Pf confu
police on charges of burglary' at for Washington after a whirlwind were federally recognized ln 1947; sion created by the appearance of
Perry's Park Street Market-and the fund raising campaign to finance five have been recognized in 1948. the electors' names on the ballot.”
He indicated he did pot favor tlie
leaving three units not new’ fed
theft of a Mercury sedan belonging the trip.
to Mrs. Josephine Rice.
Rodney Feyler started construction erally recognized. This gives Maine electoral college method, anyhow,
said he was cognizant of the
of a new fish plant on the Lime Co. a total cf 95.5 percent recognition but
16
as against a national average of fact that anv change would liave
property
at
the
Northend.
The Junior Chamber of Com
to be bv Congress tn proposing a
Justice Frank Tirrell of Superior 76. 4 percent. These figures speak constitutional
merce announoed that the group
amendment.
for themselves.
Court
bought
the
Rockland
Coun

favored the building of the suburb
As it is now." Haskell said, “the
“Maine Air National Guard units
try
Club
property
from
Lincoln
E
an road over the Broadway route
were also early to organize,” Gen. names of electors confuse many
Perley Overiock, 70. was found McRae.
Cramer commented. All units of voters with the result that they
Warren
Stanley,
25.
and
Ralph
burned to death in his Washington
the Maine Air National Guard were skip over- the ballot, votjug for this
Ramsdell.
28.
were
found
dead
from
home. He was thought to have
recognized on the 4th and 5th cf and that elector of the several po
coal
gas
fumes
aboard
the
dragger
poured kerosene over a fire and to
February, 1947, and have made ex litical parties. Then. tco. el'minaDorothy
<k
Edith,
at
Frenchboro.
ticn of the electors' > name from
have caused an explosion which ig
cellent progress since that date.
Both
had
fished
out
of
Rockland
ballot would simplify and ex
nited his clothing.
“More than satisfactory progress the
and
were
well
known
here.
the counting cf ballots elec
Jean Young was announced by
has been made by your Headquar pedite
Alan
L.
Bird
of
Rockland
was
tion
night.
school officials as valedictorian of
ters
establishment.
My
inspection
“The people still would vote for
the class of 1948 at Rockland High named to head the Maine delega and our records indicate that the
School with Kathleen Paul es Sa tion to the Republican national personnel administration in the the electors, but thev would not
convention.
have their names on the ballot to
lutatorian.
Maine National Guard is a very confuse them."
(To be continued)
19
satisfactory and sound operation.
Haskell's bill provides tor thc
Union High School's court squad
Thc organization and operation of counting cf votes for each presi
MEDOMAK
took the Bulwer League trophy,
the Office of the United States dential and vice presidential can
defeating Wiscasset Academy 58-20.
Pauline McLain spent tlie week Property and Disbursing Officer didate instead cf each elector.
Leo B. Hooper. 56. Martinsville, end with Mr and Mrs Earl Heyer gives every indication cf exceptional
performs nre The personnel ap
committed suicide by hanging ln the in Thomastcp.
The tombstone of Josiah White,
Mr. and Mrs. Hartwell Carter pear well qualified and diligent."
lower hallway of his home.
in a local graveyard, is Inscribed
Gov. Hildreth said that Gen. Cra ■with the information that when he
Levi Flint was appointed Chief passed Monday in Pcrtland.
Mr. and Mrs. Verge Prior and mer found supplies in general ample died at the age of 96. he left 386
Inspector ot the State Motor Ve
children and Vernard Prior were for current requirements, and well descendants.
hicle Department
Arlene Anderson won the vale business visitors Wednesday in stored. Signal operations and main
Wrap chease well in waxed pa
tenance are well set up and super
dictory part at Thomaston High Gardiner.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Shuman were vised. The automotive shop is ade per. put in a ccntaiper with a
School while Lloyd Miller was
recent Portland visitors.
quate for continuing needs and is tightly fitting cover, and store in
named salutatorian.
the refrigerator.
Ralph Gejnthncr spent the week reasonably well equipped.
23
Tlie armament shop, Gen. Cramer
Mrs. Helen Oldis Knight pur end with Ills sister, Mrs. Ernest
Bleu, blanc and rouge -blue, white
Barter tn Boothbay.
’ found, has not been developed to
chased the Gilbert Beauty Salon
Edward Benner. Douglas McLain the degree considered necessary, but and red—are thc official colors of
Dick Reed, in his capacity as and
thc
Montreal Canadians of thc Na
Malcclm Benner went Monday il was noted that completion of
commissioner of the department of to Portland
tional Hockey League.
to
enlist
in
the
.Army.
facilities
now
being
constructed
at
Sea & Shore Fisheries, was hunt
Mrs. Robert Whitman is spending Camp Keyes will provide thc need
India faces a new cholera epi
ing for a lobster to take the part of
Winter ip Georgia where Mr ed mprovement.
demic.
i
"Jabberwocky" ln the film, "No the
Whitman is stationed.
Training
of
the
Maine
National
Minor Vices."
Mrs.
Josie
Burns
of
Muscongus
Guard
is
making
commendable
prog

26
passed Monday witli Mrs. Regina ress. Gen. Cramer noted that field
Newbert & Wallace of Thomaston Carter.
training reports for Army units in
launched an 83-foot sardine carrier
Charles Kimball and Tony Zac- dicate that out of seven organiza
for Bath Canning Co., of Bath.
cadelli made a recent business trip tion reports, six were excellent and
The trawler. Eagle, was towed in to Dorchester. Mass.
one was satisfactory. “This aver
to port by the Coast "Guard cutter,
Mrs. L. W. Osier was a recent age." Gen. Cramer declared, “would
Snohomish, after a breakdown at Portland visitor
place Maine in the upper 20 per
sea.
Mrs. Thoms Carter Wlio has been cent of all the State insofar as Army
36
ill with measles, is improving.
All Types of Commercial
Field Training is concerned.'' Train
The budget appropriation at the
ing of Air units was given high
Thomaston town meeting readied
Old China would have been filled praise.
Photography; Groups,
the figure of $88,982.32. ten thou with horror to have seen her wo
In summarizing. Gen. Cramer ex
Weddings, Industrial,
sand higher than the previous year. men competing In sports.
pressed the conviction that the su
The Sea Scout Ship Red Jacket
pervision and control exercised by
Marine and Insurance,
produced an undefeated basketball
One who studies mtishroqms is Gen. Carter were largely respon
called a mycologistAerial.
sible for thc notable progress made
There is an international air
According to one report made by
ALL WORK GUARANTttO
bajnd around Berlin, 20 miles wide. the Department of Agriculture, thc
average American smokes 156 packs
—2300 cigarets—a year.

Reviewing The Year

Notable Progress

To Simplify Setup

COMMERCIAL

PHOTOGRAPHY

Sidney L. Cullen

An officially sponsored party of
botanists is exploring all Australia
for drug plants of known or pos
sible value.

Almost A Hundred

A

Eleanor L. Sidelinger, Native
Of Rockport, Has 99th
Birthday lr Michigan
Mrs. Eleanor Loring Sidelinger,
31 Square Lake road, celebrated her
99th birthday Dec. 1. She was born
Dec. 1, 1849 at Rockport, Maine.
Her parents were Captain Edwin
Hallett Loring, who was last at sea
ln September, 1874, and Nancy (In
graham), descendents of the early
settlers of Maine. It is said her
grand uncle assisted at the Tea
Party in Boston harbor ln 1773.
Her great-grandfather was a
member of the Continental Con
gress, and of the Convention which
ratified thc Federal Constitution.
Her uncle, Henry Stevenson Wash
burn was the author of the wellknown poem. “The Vacant Chair”
and other poems.
Before her marriage Mrs. Side
linger took many oceanic trips with
her father in the old-time sailing
vessels.
June 20, 1879, she was married
to George Burton Sidelinger, a ship
builder, at Rockport, Maine. Later
she accompanied him to Kansas
City Mo., Grand Rapids, and Dan
ville, Illinois, where he superintend
ed the water-works plants. Follow
ing her husband's death she was
house-mothei in Baby Cottage, at
the State school, Coldwater, and
later taught at the state schools in
Sauk Center, Minnesota, and at
Adrian. She received her formal
education at Oread Collegiate In
stitute, Worcester. Massachusetts.
For the past tour years she has
resided at Troy with her daughter,
Mrs. Bertha S. Thomas. She is a
member of the Eastern Star, the
Baptist Church ln Rockport, Maine,
and an honorary member of the
Woman's Society of Christian Serv
ice of the Troy Methodist Church.
Prior to living in Troy she resided
in Rochester for 10 years.
Her health has been very good
during most of her life. Although
bed-ridden for the past four years
as a result of a stroke, she retains
a keen interest in what goes on:
and her memory is exceptionally
good. As she enters her one hun
dredth year she receives thc wellwishes of all her friends. Her spec
ial friends arc the children in the
neighborhood who all love her and
visit her. To them, she is "Grand
ma Sidelinger."
Her descendents include her
daughter, two grand-children, three
great grand-children, and four
great, great grand-children—From
the Clawson (Mich.) Times.

“Admiration Derby”
Quiet Evening at Home

Naming Men and Women,
Worldwide. Who Are the
Most Admired
The Gallup Poll hs been conduct
in'’ a survey for the purpose of
finding out who are the 10 most
admired women in the world. Resuits of the “admiration derby” are
here listed:
1. Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt.
2. Madame Chiang Kai-shek.
3 Sister Kenny.
4 Clare Booth Luce.
5. Mrs. Harry S. Truman.
6. Kate Smith.
7. Princess Elizabeth of England.
8. Queen Elizabeth of England.
9. Margaret Chase Smith. Sena
tor-elect from Maine.
.
10. Former Queen Wilhelmina of
Hoover.
Tlie 10 most admired men were
revealed in a similar survey last
week. They were: 1. Harry S. Truman. 2. Gen Dwight D Eisenhower.
3 Gcjn. Douglas MacArthur. 4.
Winston S. Churcliill. 5. Gen.
George C. Marshall. 6. Herbert
Hoover. 7. Gov. Thomas E. Dewey.
8 Pope Pius. 9. Harold E. Stassen,
and 13. Albert Einstein.

Tomorrow these Aviation Cadets in training at the Pensacola
Naval Air Station will put their homework Into actual practice
in the skies over the Florida base. Two cadets are assigned to
large rooms in brick dormitories. Pensacola Naval Air Station,
the “Annapolis of the Air,” is the focus of the recently reactivated
Naval Aviation Cadet training program, which is open to healthy,
single young men between 18 and 25, with at least two years of
college. Upon graduation they are commissioned ensigns in the
Naval Reserve, or second lieutenants in the Marine Corps Re
serve, are awarded their wings and assigned to two years' active
duty.
*
(Official Navy Photograph)

Storm Is Brewing
Over Two .Appointments
Made By Governor
Hildreth
Threadbare possibility exists that
two of Goveinor Hildreths lastminute appointments may be
stymied at the Jan. 4 meeting of
the Executive Council ‘for the good
of the Republican Party.”
Great is dissatisfaction in Waido
and Hancock Counties over the
Governor's reappointment of Ed
ward G. Baird of Belfast as Waldo
judge of prolate and IJewellyn
Fortier of Ellsworth as chairman of
the Maine Unemployment Compen
sation Commission.
These are the two appointments
which have produced emphatic pro
tests both to the Governor and to
Executive Councilor Hersey R.
Emery of Bucksport, in whose dis
trict the nominees live.
The demand in both Waldo and
Hancock ts for the Council not to
confirm either nomination, which

automatically would place in the
hands of-Governor-elect Payne op
portunity to fill thc positions.
In Waldo, Roy L. Femald of
Winterport, who twice opposed Hil
dreth ip gubernatorial campaigns,
has tremendous support for the
probate job. Leading Republicans
and the county bar association
have given him tindividcd backing,
but to no avail.
About a month ago Hildreth ap
pointed Baird to complete the un
expired term, ending Dec. 31. of
the late Hodgdon C Buzzell. and
only a week ago the Governor
posted Baird's name fer reappoint
ment to become effective Jan 1.
Baird's confirmation comes up one
day before the present Council
passes out of existence.
So aroused have Waldo County
partisans become over thc Baird
appointment that overtures were
made last week to State Commit
tee Chairman Alan L Bird of
Rockland to intercede in thc in
terest of party harmony.
It was pointed out to Bird that
“everyone” wants Femald. He was
urged to request Hildreth to with
draw the appointment of Baird and

leave the issue for consideration of
Payne.
1
Up in Hancock, Republicans are
insisting that appointment of a
MUCC chairman definitely should
go to Payne. Fortier's six-year term
expires at midnight on Jan. 4—one
day before Hildreth leaves office. As
a matter of fact, the Governor pre
sumably was uncertain whether he
had the pewer of appointment in
the Fortier case because he requestj ed a ruling in the matter from a^i
assistnrft attorney general.
Hancock opposition to Fortier has
involved Councilor Emery.
A re
quest either has or will be made of
, him that he move to table the For
tier appointment when it is pre
sented for confirmation. A motion
Ito table is not debateable. If tabled
at the final meeting, the nomina
tion would die a natural death.—
I dward D Talberth in the Sunday
| Telegram.

DECORATE THE HOME
FOR HER?
PHONE US, AND . . .

Sllsbtjs FJtfu/er

AND GUARANTEED
TIRE REPAIRS
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Ever

MILLER’S
GARAGE

Simple Te Get

If you can make monthly in
stalments—don’t hesitate to see
Personal’a YES MAN. Coma in
or phone today.

ROCKLAND ME.
rCtti

/J W

29 87
rtM
-

2484
38.91

Wc'vc invited you to match it—
feature by feature and dollar for
dollar—with anything else offered
to you. You can start with thc
delivered prices shown here.

we display our prices in our
showroom.

2. NO "LOADING" OF UN
WANTED ACCESSORIES. All
cars arc delivered with acces
sories as ordered. Wc pledge
ourselves to add no “extras”
you do not want.

But don’t stop with that. Check
thc policy under which Buicks
arc sold—and see for yourself
that Buick means a better deal
as well as a better buy!

3. NO COMPULSORY TRADE-INS.

Briefly, our Four-Square sales
policy is this:

and deliver your car, without
requiring a car in trade!

1. NO PRICE PADDING! Wc guar
antee our prices to contain
nothing but charges that were
standard practice in figuring
prewar delivered prices. You
receive an itemized bill of

In other words—you know ex
actly where you stand when you
buy a Buick. What you get—what
you pay—all the details of thc
deal open and aboveboard.
So wc repeat: Check thc price.
Check the policy. Buick’s thc Buy
any way you want to look at it.

Selling used cars is part of our
business. Naturally wc like to
take cars in trade. But you do
not have to sell your car to
us! We will take your order,

TODAY'S
Ptuveeeo p
'NCIUDING RADIO. UNDERSE
DIn,OSTER, *.NDSHlno

4. NO COLLUSION WITH "GRAY

B*«-0P

MARKETEERS.” Wc will not
knowingly be party to a sale
of Buick cars to any in
dividual who operates in the
“gray market.” Our interest

UGMTS-ANO

c

ON ROADMASTER MO
LISTED IN PANEL BELOW AT
Stale and

IA

BUICK DELIVERED PRICES
SPKIAL SERIES
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3X per month on bo'oncet up to ll 50. I
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2-DoorSedanet $2060.80

41

M fieri belteriiuluinirbilen

4-Door Sedan $2124.80

2-Door Sedanet $2360.80 56C
4-Door Sedan . $2460.80 59

are built
Convertible ..$2892.80

Estate Wagon

$3497.80

ROADMASTER SERMS

>

“
®

76S

2-Door Sedanet $29 1 7.3 0

76C

71

4-Door Sedan . $3038.30

79

Convertible ..
Estate Wagon

$3459.30
$4053.30

IHKK
will build them

June in HENRY J. TAYLOR, ABC Network, every Monday evening.
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DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
20.31 RANKIN ST.,

2nd Fleer • FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL HOG.
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356 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
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is entirely in delivering cars
to bona fide customers.

sale showing all charges. Anri

since this '49 Buick made
its bow, wc'vc been telling
you it’s a buy.
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MJJ 4I03S $838
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Leftover veal, from a roast, may
be creamed and combined with
ether foods to make a delicious
supper dish.

While sidewall tires, os illustrated, available ot extra

SUPER SERIES
Get a cash Ioan here on tha
friendly basis that made ‘Per
sonal’ the choice of over a
million persona last year.

f

Spam ts to liave a new $2,250,000
penicillin plant with 25-millionv ial capacity.

(SIE PANEL ABOVE AT RIGHT j

COMPLETE
TlftE SERVICE

x

In makigig salad dressing with
blue or Roquefort cheese, work (he.
(rumbled cheese in well with the
olive or other salad oil before add
ing the other seasonings.

TEL. 907 or 770
. far umanal needi
■ ta consolidate debit

V

C. W. HOPKINS

C. W. HOPKINS

712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

BAY VIEW STREET
CAMDEN, MAINE

